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Morgan @mmkenney6268 2 hours ago
Please excuse the extra tweets. Joining the #MacroSW Twitter chat soon. #MacroSW

The Social Workers @socialworkersfm an hour ago
RT @UAlbanySSW: We love having a radio show on @wcdb that focuses on social work. Today, @NASWNYS Executive Director, Samantha Howell, was...

Danielle Mannion @DanielleMannio3 an hour ago
Please excuse the extra tweets. Joining the #MacroSW Twitter chat soon #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚽️ @TheMattSchwartz an hour ago
Hey everyone, please forgive the soon to be flurry of tweets, @OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW starts in 10 minutes :-)

Karen 💟 Zgoda @karenzgoda an hour ago
@LauraHoge @OfficialMacroSW That would be awesome!! Check out: https://t.co/e4e5nML55D #MacroSW
Lindsay @SanchezLindsay_
Please excuse the extra tweets. Joining the #MacroSW Twitter chat soon.

Alexis Armstead @lexiipapii
Please excuse the extra tweets! Joining the #MacroSW chat soon.

monica Davis @Monica_d_2018
Please excuse the extra tweets. Joining the #MacroSw Twitter chat soon.

Manuel Diaz @manny0_diaz
Please excuse the extra tweets. Joining the #MacroSW Twitter chat soon #MacroSW

Kate Elena @KateElena1
Hi, I'm Kate a BSW senior at FGCU joining the #MacroSW chat, please excuse the extra tweets :)

Megan Buschman @mbuschman95
Please excuse the extra tweets. Joining the #MacroSW Twitter chat soon.

Rachel L. West @poliSW
#MacroSW Twitter chat starts in 5 minutes.

Sydney A. Dunbrook @DunbrookSydney
Hi everyone! Sydney from FGCU Social Policy course checking in for the #MacroSW chat.

Deidra Tonge @oobyava
Please excuse the extra tweets. Joining macrosw Twitter chat soon.
Taylor Brundage @tay_brundage
Please excuse the extra tweets. Joining the #MacroSw Twitter chat soon.

Michelle Bishop @mishelly1003
Hello I am Michelle Bishop FGCU student in the BSW program as a senior #MacroSW

Dina @Dinadiaz_Flow
Please excuse the extra tweets. Joining the #MacroSW chat, please excuse the extra tweets. #MacroSW

Pamela Synor @MsPamSS
@karenzgoda @LauraHoge @OfficialMacroSW Please excuse the extra tweets. Joining the #MacroSW Twitter chat soon.

Morgan Wells @morgantwells
Hi everyone! My name is Morgan Wells. I am a BSW senior at FGCU and I am joining the #MacroSW chat!

Danielle Mannion @DanielleMannio3
Hi everyone! Danielle from FGCU Social Policy checking in for the #MacroSW chat.

LChudzik85 @LChudzik85
Hi! I'm Lindsey a BSW Senior from FGCU. Looking forward to this live chat! Please excuse the extra tweets! Joining the #MacroSW chat soon.

Anna @Anna66253093
Anna S. from FGCU Social Policy checking in for the #MacroSW chat!
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
As we join tonight’s #MacroSW chat, there will be a flurry of tweets for the next hour... https://t.co/5BaaZjKG6z

Deidra Tonge @oobyava
Hi everyone, My name is Deidra Tonge and I am a BSW student at FGCU. I am joining the chat for my social policy class. #macrosw

Lindsey Kuipers @liswier
Hi! I'm Lindsey. A BSW student from Northwestern College, joining for my first twitter chat event! #macroSW

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
Hello #MacroSW & welcome to #SocialWorkMonth Eve! https://t.co/yCVTtP02EY

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Welcome. Our topic is Social Planning & Policy Change, part of the social action series of chats. I'm hosting tonight #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🚶‍♂️ @TheMattSchwartz RT @UBSSW: As we join tonight's #MacroSW chat, there will be a flurry of tweets for the next hour... https://t.co/5BaaZjKG6z

Tanya Carrillo @tanya08carrillo
Hi everyone! Checking into the #MacroSW Twitter chat from FGCU Social Work program https://t.co/iQbcJ9A8ln

Rosie14 @VKrnjaich
Good evening everyone! UB MSW Intern here on behalf of ITTIC #MacroSW
Morgan @mmkenney6268  
Hello everyone! My name is Morgan Kenney I am currently a BSW Senior at Florida Gulf Coast University - Social Policy checking in for the #MacroSW chat. macrosw https://t.co/37ydOFNka0

Sherlyna Hanna @SherlynaHanna  
Greetings! I'm Sherlyna Hanna hailing from the beautiful Florida Gulf Coast University as an MSW senior! #macrosw

Sabrina Sifre @SifreSabrina  
Sabrina from FGCU Social Policy checking in for the #MacroSW chat.

Rachel L. West @poliSW  
Let's start off by taking 5 min for roll call. Please introduce yourselves. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
@liswier That's great! We hope to see you at many future chats too! #MacroSW

kjhedberg @kjhedberg  
hey, Kelsey Hedberg FGCU BSW student, checking in for #macroSW chat

Sofía Ramallo @snramallo  
Hello, fellow social workers! Sofia from FGCU, checking in for #MacroSW chat!

Alexis Armstead @lexiipapii  
Hello, everyone! I'm Alexis checking in for social policy #MacroSW
Alondra @ammelendez3387
Hi! I'm Alondra from FGCU Social Policy checking in for the #MacroSW chat

Dr. Tom Felke @SocWrkDoc
Please excuse the extra tweets while I jump onto tonight's #MacroSW chat! https://t.co/A9OGqj3FmV

Lindsey Kuipers @liswier
@BiancaJBassett I think the key here is empowering the community to advocate for themselves. Such a vital piece! #MacroSW

Gianina B @GianinaB_
Hi! I'm Nina, a BSW senior at FGCU joining the #MacroSW chat

Molly Nystedt @M0lly_J3an
Hello everyone. I'm Molly from FGCU's Social Policy checking in for #macrosw

Samantha Angulo @_sangulo
Hello my name is Samantha! I am a student at CSUDH #MacroSw #CSUDHmsw501

Erica @SW_Erica14
Hey guys! I'm Erica a senior from FGCU Social Policy checking in for the #macrosw chat!

Jacie Franks-Johnson @FranksJacie
Hi everyone my name is Jacie Franks-Johnson I’m a senior in FGCU's BSW program. #MacroSW
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
From Buffalo, I'm Pat Shelly for @UBSSW - gearing up for #SocialWorkMonth! #MacroSW https://t.co/kt8Fq7sjkO

Emily Harrelson @harrelson_emily
Emily from FGCU here for the live chat tonight! #MacroSW

Abby Vander Laan @abby_vanderlaan
Hey everyone! My name is Abby Vander Laan. I am a sophomore social work major at Northwestern College in Orange City, Iowa, and I am joining the #MacroSW chat!

ryphamMU @MuRypham
Ryan Pham MSW/MSEM Millersville university #macrosw

Amanda Augustine @aaugustineUB
My name is Amanda and I'm currently a foundation year student in UB's MSW program. This is my first chat, and I'm really excited! #MacroSW

EChandonait @Elizabe87201479
Hi everyone! I'm Elizabeth a second year MSW student at UB. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: Welcome. Our topic is Social Planning & Policy Change, part of the social action series of chats. I'm hosting tonight #MacroSW

Morgan Hennessey @BSWCapnMorgan
Hi all, looking forward to this chat. I'm Morgan, a BSW student from FGCU #MacroSW
Megan Buschman @mbuschman95  
Hi! I'm Megan from FGCU's social work program. Looking forward to my first chat! #MacroSW

Lindsay @SanchezLindsay_  
Hi everyone! My name is Lindsay and I am a BSW Senior at FGCU checking in for my first #MacroSW chat!

Dr. Tom Felke @SocWrkDoc  
Tom Felke, Department Chair, at Florida Gulf Coast University checking in! #MacroSW

Pamela Synor @MsPamSS @KateElena1  
Hi all! I'm Pam a part-time student #SW521 at #UBSSW from orchard park NY! #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW  
Reminder: included the hashtag #MacroSW in all your tweets and replies.

Laura Morales @_Lmorales24  
Hello everyone, Laura from FGCU Social Policy checking in for the #MacroSW chat :) 

Carly Hopper @carly_hopper  
Carly Hopper, BSW Social Policy student at Florida Gulf Coast University, checking in for the #MacroSW chat. 😊

AshleyBrookeWise @abrooke1210  
Ashley Wise, BSW senior from FGCU Social Policy checking in for #macrosw chat!
Lindsey Kuipers @liswier  
A1. Social Planning is policy makers recognizing problems in communities and working to solve them, hopefully with that community's input! #macroSW

Shania DeBoer - SW @DeboerShania  
Hello! I'm Shania. A BSW student from Northwestern College, joining for my first twitter chat event! #MacroSW

Dee06x2 @dee06x2  
Diana, checking in from FGCU BSW for social policy #macrosw

Bonnie Carroll @BonnieLynn1303 @poliSW  
I'm an MSW student at the University at Buffalo. #MacroSW

Taylor Brundage @tay_brundage  
Checking in from FGCU, my name is Taylor Brundage #macrosw

loc'd @AfroCaribbean_  
Hello my name is Jasmine from FGCU Social Policy checking in for the #MacroSW chat!

Katie Brunco @KatieBrunco  
Hi everyone, Katie Brunco here from the FGCU BSW program! #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW  
I'm a founding chat partner. I'm also an advocacy and community outreach consultant. I'm currently in my 2nd term as one of @acosaorg North East Reps. #MacroSW
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda  
RT @poliSW: Welcome. Our topic is Social Planning & Policy Change, part of the social action series of chats. I'm hosting tonight #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda  
RT @poliSW: Let's start off by taking 5 min for roll call. Please introduce yourselves. #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda  
RT @poliSW: Reminder: included the hashtag #MacroSW in all your tweets and replies.

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda  
RT @MsPamSS: @karenzgoda @LauraHoge @OfficialMacroSW Please excuse the extra tweets. Joining the #MacroSW Twitter chat soon.

ITTIC @UBittic  
Good evening all! Vanessa Krnjaich here UB MSW student here representing ITTIC @UBittic #macrosw

Rachel L. West @poliSW  
Shout out to the other #MacroSW partners: @karenzgoda @SunyaFolayan @porndauhter @VilissaThompson @spcummings #MacroSW

Alex Amat @AlexAmat8  
Hello everyone, Alex from FGCU Social Policy checking in for #macrosw chat
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz an hour ago
My name is Matt Schwartz, I am an Alumni of the @UBSSW :-) I'm in Public & Private Practice, and I just got my CASAC-T :-D #macrosw

Manuel Diaz @manny0_diaz an hour ago
Hello my name Manuel, am BSW student at Florida Gulf Coast University #MacroSW

Lindsey Kuipers @liswier an hour ago
A2. I think social workers have a unique lens that they view the world through, taking in the whole person within the whole context. That's why it's so important for them to be involved in policy practice. #macroSW

Kemt @Kemt45669330 an hour ago
Hi! Erika Kemt1 from Millersville U checking in #macrosw

Deana Ayers @DeanaJAyers an hour ago
Hi everyone! My name is Deana Ayers, I'm a BSW junior at the University of North Texas. I also represent BSW students on the @NASWTX Political Action of Candidate Election Committee. Excited for my first #MacroSW chat!

Rachel L. West @poliSW an hour ago
I also want to thank our chat contributors Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore, @acosaorg (Zane May @PraxisPod), @ubssw. #MacroSW

Vanesha Brown @BrownVanesha an hour ago
Hello, my name is Vanesha and I'm an MSW student. #CSUDHmsw501 #MacroSW
rowan louis @Rowan_the_boat1
@liswier @BiancaJBassett Hey everyone. My names Rowan and I'm an FGCU BSW student. Checking in for #MacroSW chat.

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @poliSW: Shout out to the other #MacroSW partners: @karenzgoda @SunyaFolayan @porndaughter @VilissaThompson @spcummings #MacroSW

Carly Hopper @carly_hopper
RT @liswier: A2. I think social workers have a unique lens that they view the world through, taking in the whole person within the whole co...

maawwiaa @CiCisnerosMawia
Hi everyone, Maria Cisneros here from the FGCU BSW program! #MacroSW

Dina @Dinadiaz_Flow
Hi all, My name is Eglindina and I am a BSW student attending Florida Gulf Coast University #MacroSW

Alyssa Mosher @AlyssaMosher4
@BiancaJBassett Hi I am Alyssa Mosher from FGCU Social Policy checking in for the #MacroSW chat

Corinne Fiegl @CorinneFiegl
Hi everyone. I am Corinne MSW student from @UBSSW #macrosw

Séphora Saint Pierre @sephorasp
Hello everyone, my name is Sephora Saint Pierre, BSW senior checking in for the #MacroSW chat 😊
Meschelle Linjean @MeschLinjean
Hi everyone! I'm an MSW student joining for the first time. #macrosw

LolaLeu @lola_leu
Hello, my name is Bee from UB, looking forward to my first chat #MacroSW

Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
Karen, social worker outside Boston, #MacroSW founder! Special shout out to all the other social workers making those end of the month client goals! https://t.co/DQ376X3tE2

ACOSA @acosaorg
Hi everyone! I’m Zane May and I’m representing ACOSA. I’m tweeting from my home in Wichita, Kansas #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
If you haven’t please support #MacroSW on Patreon. Your support enables us to expand our work and continue the chats. https://t.co/GzRhFXy1Ry.

Vanesha Brown @BrownVanesha
RT @BrownVanesha: Hello, my name is Vanesha and I’m an MSW student. #CSUDHmsw501 #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
If you aren’t in a position to become a patron please support #MacroSW by retweeting the link https://t.co/GzRhFXy1Ry.

michelle @michell56213697
Hello I'm Michelle! I am a BSW student at FGCU and I will be participating in the #macrosw for my social policy class.
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: Shout out to the other #MacroSW partners: @karenzgoda @SunyaFolayan @porndughter @VilissaThompson @spcummings #MacroSW

Michelle @michell56213697
Please excuse the extra tweets. Joining the #MacroSW Twitter chat soon.

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Let’s start the chat. #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: I’m a founding chat partner. I’m also an advocacy and community outreach consultant. I’m currently in my 2nd term as one of @ac...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: I also want to thank our chat contributors Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore, @acosaorg (Zane May @PraxisPod), @ubssw. #MacroSW

Bonnie Carroll @BonnieLynn1303
#macroSW

Richard Boyer @Richard_G_Boyer
@poliSW Richard from Millersville University MSW program #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: If you haven’t please support #MacroSW on Patreon. Your support enables us to expand our work and continue the chats. https://t...
Lindsey Kuipers @liswier  
Q4 There are so many ways for social workers to get involved, but I think it starts with assessing the communities and spheres of influence they're in - hearing people's stories, asking questions, seeing what they wish as different #macroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda  
RT @poliSW: If you aren’t in a position to become a patron please support #MacroSW by retweeting the link https://t.co/GzRhFXy1Ry.

Rachel L. West @poliSW  
@acosaorg Hi Zane #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
RT @poliSW: Reminder: included the hashtag #MacroSW in all your tweets and replies.

Caitlin Hoover @caitlanne  
Caitlin, MSW student from Millersville University in PA #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚠ @TheMattSchwartz  
RT @BonnieLynn1303: #macroSW https://t.co/z3HogC6A2u

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚠ @TheMattSchwartz  
RT @poliSW: Let’s start the chat. #MacroSW

Laura Hoge, LCSW, LCADC @LauraHoge  
Whoops. Posted this in the wrong place because I’m that person. #MacroSW
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: I'm a founding chat partner. I'm also an advocacy and community outreach consultant. I'm currently in my 2nd term as one of @ac...

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Q1 is coming up. #MacroSW

B A I L E Y @baileyspenlauu
Hello! I'm Bailey. A BSW student from Florida Gulf Coast University, looking forward to my first twitter chat event! #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Reminder: We use a Q and A format. When responding to a question start you reply with A1 and so on. #MacroSW

👑 mizz_picklezz👑 @mizzpicklezz
RT @poliSW: If you aren’t in a position to become a patron please support #MacroSW by retweeting the link https://t.co/GzRhFXy1Ry.

Stephen Cummings LISW ✨🎙 @spcummings
Good evening, everyone! Stephen, junior #MacroSW partner, just getting back from a roadtrip visiting one of our @UISchoolofSW centers https://t.co/U0Oh8KsOo5

Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
Raise your hand if this is your first #MacroSW twitter chat! https://t.co/J6YS52NHVZ

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@TheMattSchwartz Congrats, Matt! #macroSW https://t.co/cdC8vzymuJ
Stephen Cummings LISW ☕🎙@spcummings an hour ago
RT @poliSW: If you haven’t please support #MacroSW on Patreon. Your support enables us to expand our work and continue the chats. https://t…

JoAnn Rosales-Bailey @JoAnnRosalesBa1 an hour ago
@karenzgoda @poliSW @spcummings @newsocialworker @UBSSW @porndauhter @VilissaThompson @SunyaFolayan Hi! I’m JoAnn, I’m a second year student at UB #MacroSW

Linda Grobman - The New Social Worker @newsocialworker an hour ago
I’m Linda Grobman, publisher/editor/founder of The New Social Worker magazine and #MacroSW media partner.

Gianina B @GianinaB_ an hour ago
RT @karenzgoda: Raise your hand if this is your first #MacroSW twitter chat! https://t.co/J6YS52NHVZ

👑 mizz_picklezz👑 @mizzpicklezz an hour ago
Hi I'm Adrienne. LMSW from NY and a #UBSSW 2017 alum. #MacroSW

Ms. Morrow, MSW, LSW @SWMorrow an hour ago
Hello everyone! #macroSW

Morgan Hennessey @BSWCapnMorgan an hour ago
*raises hand* First time on Twitter, so I look forward to this #MacroSW

Lisa @safetymom4 an hour ago
#MacroSW. Lisa, MSW student at millersville university
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW  @TheMattSchwartz  an hour ago
RT @poliSW: Reminder: included the hashtag #MacroSW in all your tweets and replies.

Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore
Legislative advocacy is a critical component of social work. I interviewed @NASWNYS Exec Dir. Samantha Howell on @socialworkersfm where she discussed this topic & the upcoming Legislative Education & Advocacy Day (LEAD). Listen: https://t.co/eK5l88FxZE. #MacroSW @OfficialMacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Karen, social worker outside Boston, #MacroSW founder! Special shout out to all the other social workers making those end o...

Morgan @mmkenney6268
#MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
@spcummings @UISchoolofSW #MacroSW https://t.co/fMFhwrhMdG

👑 mizz_picklezz👑 @mizzpicklez
RT @AlyssaLotmore: Legislative advocacy is a critical component of social work. I interviewed @NASWNYS Exec Dir. Samantha Howell on @social...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
This also helps your professor find your tweets and give you an A!* #MacroSW *Results may vary

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: Q1 is coming up. #MacroSW
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: Reminder: We use a Q and A format. When responding to a question start you reply with A1 and so on. #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚠ @TheMattSchwartz @UBSSW Thank you! #MacroSW :-)

👑 mizz_picklezz👑 @mizzpicklezz @BSWCapnMorgan Welcome! #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Q1a: What is social planning? #MacroSW

Karen ♕ Zgoda @karenzgoda
Welcome JoAnn - say hello to folks in my hometown! #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚠ @TheMattSchwartz Can we discuss how TweetChat isn't working...ugh Okay, using the hashtag search it is! #MacroSW

Anna @Anna66253093
A1. Social planning highlights problem-solving techniques to identify, determine, and help organize services, policies, and programs for target populations. This takes collaboration of organizations, communities, and government agencies to target critical social issues. #macrosw

NinaN @NinaN35519745
@poliSW A1. Is a process to promote change or improve the community, that includes government agencies and legislation. #MacroSW
Rachel L. West @poliSW
A1: Social planning is a data driven approach to solving problems. There is an emphasis on rational problem solving techniques. #MacroSW

Jaclyn P @JaclynP19
A1a Social planning is the process of implementing policies for the greater good of a community. The definition of “greater good” is defined by those engaging in the planning process. Research and data analysis must be completed to avoid unintended consequences #MacroSW

Kemt @Kemt45669330
a1 Social planning is the process by which policy makers try to solve community problems or improve conditions in the community by devising and implementing policies intended to have certain results. #MacroSW #macrosw

EChandonait @Elizabe87201479
A1 social planning is collaborating to problem solve social issues in a data driven manner #macrosw

ITTIC @UBittic
A1a: TICI of WNY is an example of trauma informed social planning from the grassroots perspective. https://t.co/8yIoHKNZKg #macroSW #macrosw

monica Davis @Monica_d_2018
Hi everyone! I'm a social work student checking in to the #MacroSw Chat.

Sherley Abela @AbelaSherley
#MacroSW Sherley Abela BSW Student from Florida gulf coast university
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: This also helps your professor find your tweets and give you an A!* #MacroSW *Results may vary
https://t.co/Xoz8x...

Morgan @mmkenney6268
A1. Social planning is creating and implementing policies in areas within communities and societies that need improvements or solutions. Creating policies specifically for these areas with intended results #MacroSW

Alexis Armstead @lexiipapii
Planning for services, programs and policies that address social problems #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: Q1a: What is social planning? #MacroSW

Valerie Alvarez @Valerie74984075
Hi, I'm Valerie. A BSW Senior at Florida Gulf Coast University #MacroSW

Jenna Graeff @GraeffJenna
Hi there everyone! Jenna from Millersville University in Lancaster PA. First time chatter! #MacroSW

Lindsey Kuipers @liswier
@AlyssaLotmore @NASWNYS @socialworkersfm @OfficialMacroSW
This looks like a great resource. I'm eager to look at it more. #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Resource: Community Tool Box https://t.co/f1O719LNcW #MacroSW
Marissa Diaz @Marissa_Diaz_
Hello everyone, my name is Marissa I am a first year MSW student at CSUDH #CSUDHmsw501 #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: Can we discuss how TweetChat isn't working...ugh Okay, using the hashtag search it is! #MacroSW

Lindsey Kuipers @liswier
RT @AlyssaLotmore: Legislative advocacy is a critical component of social work. I interviewed @NASWNYS Exec Dir. Samantha Howell on @social...

Abby Vander Laan @abby_vanderlaan
A1. Here is a link to help explain social planning in detail.
https://t.co/KYKD5elKtb #macrosw

Sherlyna Hanna @SherlynaHanna
Love this answer! #Macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Anna66253093: A1. Social planning highlights problem-solving techniques to identify, determine, and help organize services, policies, a...

Molly Nystedt @M0lly_J3an
A1) Social planning is when communities look for and research the strengths, weaknesses, pros and cons within the community and take action to fullfil the need(s) within the community #macrosw
Lindsay @SanchezLindsay_
A1 Social planning is when community members and legislatures work to solve community problems in order to improve the living conditions for all. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @NinaN35519745: @poliSW A1. Is a process to promote change or improve the community, that includes government agencies and legislation....

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: A1: Social planning is a data driven approach to solving problems. There is an emphasis on rational problem solving techniques....

Megan Buschman @mbuschman95
A1. Social planning is legislators recognizing problems in society and implementing and planning programs that intend to help with that problem. #MacroSW

Richard Boyer @Richard_G_Boyer
@poliSW A1. Social planning consists of identifying what the community needs are to improve the overall quality of life. #MacroSW

Christopher Thomas @cdt133
A1a: A collaborative process between community agencies and government that seeks to address social needs and problems. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @JaclynP19: A1a Social planning is the process of implementing policies for the greater good of a community. The definition of “greater...
Stephen Cummings LISW ☕️ ‍♂️ @spcummings
RT @poliSW: Resource: Community Tool Box
https://t.co/f1O719LNcW #MacroSW

Bonnie Carroll @BonnieLynn1303
A1 Social planning is when policy makers try to make changes in the community. It is best to involve community members in the decision making process. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @UBittic: A1a: TICI of WNY is an example of trauma informed social planning from the grassroots perspective. https://t.co/8yIoHKNZKg #ma...

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Q1b: What is policy change? #MacroSW

Jennifer Savage @jennyjsavage
Hello, Jenny Savage here from University of LA Monroe (ULM). #MacroSW

Amanda Augustine @aaugustineUB
A1: Social planning focuses on determining how different programs or services can be implemented to ensure that certain social problems can be addressed or that improvements can be made within a community. #MacroSW

donald rohrman @DonaldRohrman
I’m Don MSW Student at Miller #MacroSW

kjhedberg @kjhedberg
A1: social planning is engaging in the planning, development and research of social problems and actually addressing these said problems. #macroSW
mizz.picklezz@mizzpicklezz
@poliSW A1: Social planning is a part of the social policy formulation process, and social planning includes the process for developing social service programs #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
A1 Social Planning involves planning to meet the bio-psycho-social needs of a given area or community, within a designated financial time (i.e. fiscal year) or period; it can also be forward thinking (i.e. planning for the future) #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Resource: Renu Sharma, Social Planning and Social Policy
https://t.co/Cy8T99h1JU #MacroSW

Gianina B @GianinaB_
A1a: Social planning is the process by which policymakers try to solve community problems or improve conditions in the community by implementing policies intended to have certain results. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
So far I count 9 new #MacroSW chatters tonight! Special welcome!! https://t.co/yipvXnlIHO

Laura Morales @_Lmorales24
A1a: Using research in order to plan social services is part of social planning. #MacroSW

Caitlin Hoover @caitlanne
A1a: Social planning is the process for planning social programs, policies, or services. It is often utilized to improve communities. #macrosw
loc'd @AfroCaribbean_
A1a: Social Planning is a process that involves addressing and attempting to resolve a social problem #MacroSW

Shania DeBoer - SW @DeboerShania
A1. Social planning is planning to address social problems and plan social services. The government agencies look into planning and researching what social services or programs will benefit the community. #MacroSW

LolaLeu @lola_leu
A1: Social planning involves macro social work; developing programs, new services, and policies. #MacroSW

Deidra Tonge @oobyava
A1. Social planning is developing a plan or strategy to help enhance a person's quality of life. Social workers should always plan and use strategies that will help individuals help themselves by actively involving the client. #macrosw

Séphora Saint Pierre @sephorasp
@poliSW A1- Social Planning is the act of planning for social services, services, or research that address social issues . #MacroSW

Richard Boyer @Richard_G_Boyer
@poliSW A.1b With all forms of policy change, be it regulatory, distributive, or redistributive, each have their purpose however, when a policy becomes ineffective or harmful, policy change must happen. #MacroSW
mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A1 Social Planning involves planning to meet the bio-psycho-social needs of a given area or community, within a design...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
A1B is adjusting policies (i.e. laws) in order to meet the needs of social plans, or to fit newer realities #MacroSW

mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
RT @aaugustineUB: A1: Social planning focuses on determining how different programs or services can be implemented to ensure that certain s...

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Q2: is coming up #MacroSW

Tanya Carrillo @tanya08carrillo
@poliSW A1: I believe that social planning is the process of organizing and promoting social services from a variety of agencies. #MacroSW

Molly Nystedt @M0lly_J3an
A1b) Policy change is the incremental changes that happen to a current policy to ensure it stays up to date with the needs of the greater society without changing the actually policy #macrosw

Alondra @ammelendez3387
A1.) a process for planning social services programs, services, and policies. #MacroSW
Deana Ayers @DeanaJAyers  
A1: Social planning is developing plans, policies, and programs that improve communities and societies. This involves social workers, community members, legislators, and other relevant stakeholders working together. #MacroSW

Donald Rohrman @DonaldRohrman  
Social planning can include community development. Often times at the core is the need to address a social problem and take steps to create the desired outcome within the community #MacroSW

ITTIC @UBittic  
A1b: TIC has been implemented and continues to apart of policy change throughout the US https://t.co/XjO70HpvnB . #macroSW

Carly Hopper @carly_hopper  
Social planning is where the community and government agencies come together as one to face social issues #macrosw

John Halloran @JoThoHalloran  
@karenzgoda I’m running late! #MacroSW

ryphamMU @MuRypham  
@poliSW A1. Social planning is used to promote change at the neighborhood of community level with involvement from the government and policy. Is often evidence based. #macroSW

AshleyBrookeWise @abrooke1210  
A1 social planning is when community problems are going to be addressed. #macrosw
Lisa @safetymom4
A1a. Social planning is a process for planning social service programs, services and policies in order to solve community problems or improve conditions #MacroSW

Ms. Morrow, MSW, LSW @SWMorrow
RT @poliSW: A1: Social planning is a data driven approach to solving problems. There is an emphasis on rational problem solving techniques....

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Q2 incoming #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@GraeffJenna Welcome to the club of #MacroSW !
https://t.co/DOxhDcXESV

Lindsey Kuipers @liswier
RT @oobyava: A1. Social planning is developing a plan or strategy to help enhance a person's quality of life. Social workers should always...

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Q2: Why should social workers be engage in policy practice? #MacroSW

kjhedberg @kjhedberg
A1b: policy change would be a shift in an already existing structure of policy that is in place. #macroSW

Megan Buschman @mbuschman95
A1b. Policy change is taking one existing policy and changing it. It could be an actual policy change, a change in viewpoint, or even attitude. #MacroSW
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: Resource: Community Tool Box
https://t.co/f1O719LncW #MacroSW

Sofía Ramallo @snramallo
A1: Social planning is the process of promoting change and addressing social issues to grow, develop, and benefit the community #macrosw

Sherene @Sherene07494576
Q1. My understanding of social planning is problem solving of social issues and putting solutions to combat these problems #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @abby_vanderlaan: A1. Here is a link to help explain social planning in detail. https://t.co/KYKD5elKtb #macrosw

Drew @isthisdubstep
Hi everybody! I'm Drew, MSW/CSW. Cohost of @decolonizesocialwork podcast, anti-white supremacy trainer for nonprofits, and current between jobs person. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SherlynaHanna: Love this answer! #Macrosw
https://t.co/joFFVqLDdn

Manuel Diaz @manny0_diaz
A1: Social Planning is the process of designing a strategy that includes research, policies, and social services to directly address problems #MacroSW
monica Davis @Monica_d_2018
Social planning is looking at where the community is lacking needs and coming up with ways to help staff them. Social planning is also seeing from where the resources to staff the needs will come. #MacroSw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Q2 incoming #MacroSW https://t.co/AQnnRD68Xj

Alyssa Mosher @AlyssaMosher4
@poliSW a1.) Social planning is a process of which to plan social services programs and policies ultimately to address and/or improve social issues #macrosw

Jenna Graeff @GraeffJenna
A1 Social planning is an intentional planning process that helps to create systems that contribute to our society and how it functions. #MacroSW

Richard Boyer @Richard_G_Boyer
@poliSW A.2 Social workers research and develop the knowledge and understanding of policy practice, so that their perceptions of the socioeconomic landscape, is reflective to the needed changes within the community they serve. #MacroSW

Pamela Synor @MsPamSS
@Elizabe87201479 a1 an opportunity to bring "key" people together to brainstorm and look at how to solve a problem e.g. community issue #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: Q1b: What is policy change? #MacroSW
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBSSW: @GraeffJenna Welcome to the club of #MacroSW ! https://t.co/DOxhDcXESV

Lindsay @SanchezLindsay_
A1b Policy change is where action comes into play. Policy change is active and includes a wide range of results. #MacroSW

Anna @Anna66253093
A2. Implementing and advocating change for current or new agency policies; proposing legislation; advocating for change for local, state, and federal policies #macrosw

Taylor Brundage @tay_brundage
A1a. Social planning is the data that is gathered from the community in order to solve problems presented within and through representatives #macrosw

Rachel L. West @poliSW
A2: Policies can maintain or eradicate injustices. Policies can improve overall quality of life in society for individuals and groups. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @mizzpicklez: @poliSW A1: Social planning is a part of the social policy formulation process, and social planning includes the process...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
@SocWrkDoc All my gifs align with the rubric, SIR. #MacroSW https://t.co/zJepJGeWVI

kjhedberg @kjhedberg
@_Lmorales24 amazing answer #macroSW
Sabrina Sifre @SifreSabrina
A1: Social planning is the act of assessing community's needs and implementing policies to potentially resolve any inefficiencies within the community. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A1 Social Planning involves planning to meet the bio-psycho-social needs of a given area or community, within a design...

Jacie Franks-Johnson @FranksJacie
A1. Social planning is the process of planning social services programs and different policies to improve people’s quality of life #MacroSW

👑 mizz_piclezz👑 @mizzpicklezz
@Richard_G_Boyer @poliSW A1b. Bad policy is easy to spot. Generally a marked observable inequity across various populations can be measured when policy is unfair or favors one part of a population over another #MacroSW this is also a signal for policy change

EChandonait @Elizabe87201479
A1b. Policy change is adjusting existing policies towards innovation and/or creating new #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: Resource: Renu Sharma, Social Planning and Social Policy https://t.co/Cy8T99h1JU #MacroSW

Lisa @safetymom4
A1b. A change or reversal in point of view regarding guidelines, laws or initiatives. #MacroSW
mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz

RT @poliSW: A2: Policies can maintain or eradicate injustices. Policies can improve overall quality of life in society for individuals and...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda

Welcome back to #MacroSW John!

Bonnie Carroll @BonnieLynn1303

Q1b Policy change is the changing of laws, incentives, programs, or services that hopefully will better serve communities and are geared towards helping certain populations #macrosw

Deana Ayers @DeanaJAYers

A1b: Policy change is changing an existing policy to better meet the needs of a individuals/communities/society #MacroSW

Amanda Augustine @aaugustineUB

Q1b: Policy change is sometimes an aspect of social planning that decides how existing policies can be changed or removed in order to bring about social change. #MacroSW

Michelle Bishop @mishelly1003

A1b) Policy change is the cumulative changes that happen to a current policy to ensure it stays up to date with the needs for society without changing the actually policy #macrosw #MacroSW

Jennifer Savage @jennyjsavage

Jenny Savage, https://t.co/QvcCm4SjYC in SW at Univ of Louisiana Monroe #MacroSW
Megan Buschman @mbuschman95
A2. Social workers work hands on with the clients and communities facing some of society's biggest issues so it only makes sense for us to be the ones involved in policy making. We see first hand how awful our current system can be so it's only logical we participate. #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
100% #MacroSW

Tanya Carrillo @tanya08carrillo
A1b: Policy change is the process of advocating for change in policies that may prevent an organization/agency or client from reaching a goal. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: So far I count 9 new #MacroSW chatters tonight! Special welcome!! https://t.co/yipvXnlIHO

Alex Amat @AlexAmat8
A1 Social planning is a process for planning social service programs, services and policies. It is also referred to neighborhood planning if it takes place in community settings. #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @poliSW: A2: Policies can maintain or eradicate injustices. Policies can improve overall quality of life in society for individuals and...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: Reminder: We use a Q and A format. When responding to a question start you reply with A1 and so on. #MacroSW
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: Q1a: What is social planning? #MacroSW

Dina @Dinadiuz_Flow
A1. Social Planning is the process of identify or address the needs/problems to that may result to establishing services programs or/and policies. #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: A1: Social planning is a data driven approach to solving problems. There is an emphasis on rational problem solving techniques....

ITTIC @UBittic
A2: “Building resilient and trauma-informed communities is essential to improving public health and well-being” (SAMHSA) https://t.co/3SeTRDSEj2 #macroSW

Sherley Abela @AbelaSherley
A1 Social planning is when they plan to address social issues #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @M0lly_J3an: A1b) Policy change is the incremental changes that happen to a current policy to ensure it stays up to date with the needs...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: Q2: is coming up #MacroSW

Shania DeBoer - SW @DeboerShania
A1b. a policy change is when the existing policy is transformed in slow increments. #MacroSW
Erica @SW_Erica14
A1-Social Planning is the process when policymakers try to solve community problems or improve conditions within the community targeted for certain results #macrosw

Drew @isthisdubstep
@poliSW A1b For me, policy change isn't necessarily about doing bad policy better. It's about reflection and considering policy differently. #MacroSW

LolaLeu @lola_leu
A1b: policy change involves restructuring ineffective policies. #MacroSW

JoAnn Rosales-Bailey @JoAnnRosalesBa1
#MacroSW Hi everyone! First time twitter chatter here!

kjhedberg @kjhedberg
A@: Because policies have effects on the interventions we use in our profession, and can also limit or impact our ability to do the work we have set out to do. #macroSW

Lindsey Kuipers @liswier
RT @poliSW: A2: Policies can maintain or eradicate injustices. Policies can improve overall quality of life in society for individuals and...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A1B is adjusting policies (i.e. laws) in order to meet the needs of social plans, or to fit newer realities #MacroSW
Alondra @ammelendez3387
A2.) as social workers policies are something we will be coming across on a daily basis. It’s involved in our line of work. We should become familiar with it and have an understanding on it in order to best address it in any given situation, if needed. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@karenzgoda @SocWrkDoc #MacroSW don’t forget the MacroSW golden ticket https://t.co/QBa8yN3EGz

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @UBittic: A1b: TIC has been implemented and continues to apart of policy change throughout the US https://t.co/XjO7oHpvnB. #macroSW

Lisa @safetymom4
A2. Social workers are stakeholders in policy for the populations that we serve who may be affected by social planning #MacroSW

rowan louis @Rowan_the_boat1
A1. Social planning is when policymakers meet in order to discuss various ways they might be able to improve the community. #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
A1 Hint: The @CToolBox will be a fantastic resource for all your #MacroSW courses!

Kate Elena @KateElena1
A1 Social Planning is the process of analyzing data to assess social need, identifying target population, referring to evidence based practices, and consulting impacted individuals to create social change #macroSW
Bonnie Carroll @BonnieLynn1303
Sorry! Meant A1b :D #macroSW

Sherene @Sherene07494576
Q2 social workers should be involve in policy planning because they are the 1 who will take the necessary steps to involve the individuals who will be affected by the policy #macrosw

EChandonait @Elizabe87201479
Q1a social planning is the systematic process of accommodating community needs #macrosw

Amanda Augustine @aaugustineUB
A2: SWs should be engaged in policy practice because policies can oftentimes affect a SW's ability to effectively serve their clients. Policies have the power to either promote client goals or serve as a barrier. #MacroSW

Kemt @Kemt45669330
A2 SW w/ practice experience are uniquely positioned to engage in policy practice because they understand the challenges facing their clients, including presenting problems, environmental factors & can draw from experience to support policy change implementation #macrosw

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @TheMattSchwartz: 100% #MacroSW https://t.co/pKYv64JmCY

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ☟ @TheMattSchwartz
I am so much more chatty when one of my twitter chat apps are working...but I can't start a download, because I'm waiting for pizza, and I can only brain so much #Adulting #MacroSW
Gianina B @GianinaB_
A2: As Social Workers, I believe we should be involved in all levels of practice; to provide effective interventions at the macro-mezzo-micro levels and to promote equal rights and social justice #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @kjhedberg: A@: Because policies have effects on the interventions we use in our profession, and can also limit or impact our ability to...

Rachel L. West @poliSW
@JoAnnRosalesBa1 welcome #MacroSW

Ms. Morrow, MSW, LSW @SWMorrow
Yes! #MacroSW

Dr. Tom Felke @SocWrkDoc
A2) Social workers have a stated obligation to "Engage in policy practice to advance social and economic well-being and to deliver effective social work services." according to Educational Policy 2.1.8 found in the CSWE EPAS #MacroSW

Christopher Thomas @cdt133
A1b: Changing policies to meet the needs or demands of a community or population. Often times this involves passing legislation. #macrosw

Amanda Augustine @aaugustineUB
Definitely agree! Research about policy practice -> more competent SWs #MacroSW
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@TheMattSchwartz Welcome back great to see you tonight!! #MacroSW https://t.co/F2XnLSHzzP

Jaclyn P @JaclynP19
A2 Social workers should be involved in policy practice to help shape the future of populations we serve. Goals that we intend to achieve and actions to get there must be voiced through the social planning process to be implemented into policy #MacroSW

NinaN @NinaN35519745
@poliSW A2. In order to effectively help the communities and individuals we work with, social workers need to advocate for social justice. In order to do so we must be aware and engaged in current policies and how they affect those we serve. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: @karenzgoda @SocWrkDoc #MacroSW don’t forget the MacroSW golden ticket https://t.co/QBa8yN3EGz

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @karenzgoda: @TheMattSchwartz Welcome back great to see you tonight!! #MacroSW https://t.co/F2XnLSHzzP

Drew @isthisdubstep
@poliSW A1: I don't actually see how SWers can truly work to better society without addressing the causes of social injustice. That starts with policy, whether its within organizations or government. #MacroSW

Morgan Wells @morgantwells
A1a- social planning is the process of researching information for social services, programs, and studies to help address social problems. #MacroSW
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@JoThoHalloran @karenzgoda Better late than no #MacroSW chat at all!

loc’d @AfroCaribbean_
A2: Social workers should be engaged in policy practice to evaluate social service policies set in place and to enhance social well-being. #macrosw

LChudzik85 @LChudzik85
Q2a: We have the drive within us to make a difference where it counts because we see the world through a different lens than most other professionals.#MacroSW

JoAnn Rosales-Bailey @JoAnnRosalesBa1
#MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚫️ @TheMattSchwartz @karenzgoda Good to see *YOU* tonight #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: Q2: Why should social workers be engage in policy practice? #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @Kemt45669330: A2 SW w/ practice experience are uniquely positioned to engage in policy practice because they understand the challenge...

👑 mizz_picklezz👑 @mizzpicklezz
RT @Richard_G_Boyer: @poliSW A.2 Social workers research and develop the knowledge and understanding of policy practice, so that their perc...
Erica @SW_Erica14
A2: Social workers are the people the are seeing the issues first hand and are able to do the research to see what needs to change to have positive change. #macrosw

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: Q1b: What is policy change? #MacroSW

Sofía Ramallo @snramallo
@poliSW A2: social workers should remain engaged in policy practice because it directly effects our line of work, this is something we should constantly be following and have an understanding of due the effects it has on our practice and clients. #MacroSW

Sabrina Sifre @SifreSabrina
A2: Social workers are social justice warriors who fight for policies that are fair for everyone within society regardless of their background, that is why they should be involved in policy practice. #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: Resource: Renu Sharma, Social Planning and Social Policy https://t.co/Cy8T99h1JU #MacroSW

Deana Ayers @DeanaJAYers
A2: Social workers should engage in policy practice because we are uniquely positioned to understand the needs of individuals in the context of their communities. Public policy affects clients on every level (micro/mezzo/macro) #MacroSW
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @isthisdubstep: Hi everybody! I'm Drew, MSW/CSW. Cohost of @decolonizesocialwork podcast, anti-white supremacy trainer for nonprofits, a...

an hour ago

LolaLeu @lola_leu
Q2: All social workers should engage in policy practice since policies have a significant impact on our clientele. Policies can directly affect us too. Policies can either grant or deny services #MacroSW

an hour ago

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: Q2: Why should social workers be engage in policy practice? #MacroSW

an hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Richard_G_Boyer: @poliSW A.2 Social workers research and develop the knowledge and understanding of policy practice, so that their perc...

an hour ago

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: A2: Policies can maintain or eradicate injustices. Policies can improve overall quality of life in society for individuals and...

an hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: A2: Policies can maintain or eradicate injustices. Policies can improve overall quality of life in society for individuals and...

an hour ago

John Halloran @JoThoHalloran
@poliSW A2: Social workers *are* engaging in policy practice. No matter where you locate yourself in the profession you are a policy practitioner. Social work is policy work. #MacroSW

an hour ago
Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @TheMattSchwartz: @karenzgoda Good to see *YOU* tonight #MacroSW

JoAnn Rosales-Bailey @JoAnnRosalesBa1
#MacroSW I think it's important for social workers to plan according to their community. To really address the issues at hand, research and investigation needs to be done.

Laura Morales @_Lmorales24
@GianinaB_ Great answer! #MacroSW https://t.co/naF7eVOGCN

Molly Nystedt @M0lly_J3an
A2) SW should be involved with policy practice because we are the "boots on the ground". We come face to face with the populations we are trying to help and hear their stories. We have the knowledge needed for what the true needs are for people and can fight for them. #macrosw

kjhedberg @kjhedberg
@SocWrkDoc #MacroSW https://t.co/s5Kx4421gp

Abby Vander Laan @abby_vanderlaan
Q2: It is important as social workers to be involved in policy practice because policy impacts every level of social work. We can directly create policy or simply use it to help our clients meet their needs. #macrosw

maawwiaa @CiCisnerosMawia
Q2a: According to The Code of Ethics, social workers should be aware of the impact of the political arena on practice and should advocate for changes in policy and legislation to improve social conditions #MacroSW
Bonnie Carroll @BonnieLynn1303  
A2 Social workers should be involved in policy change because we can help pass policies that support vulnerable populations  
#macrosw

Shania DeBoer - SW @DeboerShania  
A2. Policies help show justice to all and can improve the well being for individuals. As social workers, we should advocate for justice and well being for all.  
#macroSW

Drew @isthisdubstep  
@poliSW A1: We have to work to remove the institutional barriers that prevent individuals and communities from realizing their own liberation.  
#MacroSW

Lindsay @SanchezLindsay_  
A2 SW should engage in policy practice in order to better serve their community and the needs of their agencies. Change occurs when action is taken.  
#MacroSW

Deidra Tonge @oobyava  
A2. Social workers should be involved in policy change because we use evidence-based research and treatments that have been proven to help individuals live a quality life. Social workers are skilled and can advocate for universal change.  
#macrosw

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda  
RT @DeanaJAyers: A2: Social workers should engage in policy practice because we are uniquely positioned to understand the needs of individu...
Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @JoThoHalloran: @poliSW A2: Social workers *are* engaging in policy practice. No matter where you locate yourself in the profession you...

EChandonait @Elizabe87201479
Q2 social workers know specific needs of populations and can be good advocates for change #macrosw

Lindsey Kuipers @liswier
A2 Social workers should be involved in social policy because it entirely determines the kind of service and to what end they will be able to provide their clients. To walk alongside the most vulnerable, we must also make sure their needs are met. #macrosw

Jacie Franks-Johnson @FranksJacie
A2. Social workers should be involved in policy because it gives us the opportunity to know what's going on with certain bills and such that may affect our clients, this will help us better effectively help them as well. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @ammelendez3387: A2.) as social workers policies are something we will be coming across on a daily basis. It’s involved in our line of w...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @kjhedberg: A@: Because policies have effects on the interventions we use in our profession, and can also limit or impact our ability to...
David Steggall @DavidSteggall
RT @M0lly_J3an: A1b) Policy change is the incremental changes that happen to a current policy to ensure it stays up to date with the needs...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @lola_leu: Q2: All social workers should engage in policy practice since policies have a significant impact on our clientele. Policies c...

ECHandonait @Elizabe87201479
A2 that is #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: A1 Hint: The @CToolBox will be a fantastic resource for all your #MacroSW courses! https://t.co/P7lbB2D6og

Pamela Synor @MsPamSS
@aaugustineUB A1b An opportunity to improve social conditions which in return impacts peoples quality of life, social justice, etc..
Social workers can take action getting involved in policy change needed for all people! #Macrosw.

Tanya Carrillo @tanya08carrillo
A2: Social workers should be engaged in policy practice because in order to see or promote actual change, we must start at the root of the problem that may be preventing it from occurring. #MacroSW

👑 mizz_picklezz👑 @mizzpicklezz
@SW_Erica14 Our foundation in human behaviors and our understanding of social interaction makes us an excellent fit for policy/program formulation, implementation and evaluation #MacroSW
Laura Morales @_Lmorales24
@LChudzik85 #MacroSW https://t.co/EbaX5Ucylx

Jenna Graeff @GraeffJenna
A2 Engaging in policy practice is necessary to understand all layers involved in social problems and their solutions. Policy is the foundational element of our work. #MacroSW

Gianina B @GianinaB_
RT @_Lmorales24: @GianinaB_ Great answer! #MacroSW https://t.co/naF7eV0GCN

Danielle Mannion @DanielleMannio3
Q2-Social workers should engage in policy practice because we are the ones who assess the needs of society at the micro level and in order to effect change we need to push for needed policy changes at the macro level. #MacroSW

Caitlin Hoover @caitlanne
A1b: Policy change can be about making revisions to existing policies, acknowledging what isn’t working about a current policy, and implementing the policies once they have been created #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @aaugustineUB: A2: SWs should be engaged in policy practice because policies can oftentimes affect a SW’s ability to effectively serve t...

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Q3: is coming up. #MacroSW

Dee06x2 @dee06x2
@oobyava Agreed!!! #MacroSW
Sherene @Sherene07494576
Q2 b. Us as social workers see through different lenses and are more people oriented versus the other professionals participating in policy making #macrosw

John Halloran @JoThoHalloran
@poliSW A2a: And importantly, all social workers are policy *agents.* Policy is something that you are actively making—no matter where you locate yourself within the profession. It cannot be avoided. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @GianinaB_: A2: As Social Workers, I believe we should be involved in all levels of practice; to provide effective interventions at the...

Emily Harrelson @harrelson_emily
A2: Social Workers are the boots on the ground. They see first hand how policy effects the populations #macrosw

Deidra Tonge @oobyava
@JoThoHalloran @poliSW #MacroSW https://t.co/9w0Zlk9sqr

Alondra @ammelendez3387
RT @LChudzik85: Q2a: We have the drive within us to make a difference where it counts because we see the world through a different lens than...

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @mizzpicklezz: @SW_Erica14 Our foundation in human behaviors and our understanding of social interaction makes us an excellent fit for p...
Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan  
RT @mizzpicklezz: @SW_Erica14 Our foundation in human behaviors and our understanding of social interaction makes us an excellent fit for p...

Laura Hoge, LCSW, LCADC @LauraHoge  
A2. Social workers are called on to engage in policy work for the clients they serve. An absence of this leads to workers benefiting from gaps in service as opposed to empowering groups to no longer need assistance. #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚕ @TheMattSchwartz  
A2: We're ethically obligated to do so, and we're also in a unique position to advocate for our clients/patients, while making social change #MacroSW

ryphamMU @MuRypham  
@poliSW A2. Social workers provide a broad spectrum approach to individuals care and policy can directly affect the quality of someone’s life #macroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan  
RT @FranksJacie: A2. Social workers should be involved in policy because it gives us the opportunity to know what's going on with certain b...

Christopher Thomas @cdt133  
A2: Social workers have a mandate to forward social, economic, and environmental justice. Policy changes, if planned and implemented well, can advance those goals in big ways. #macrosw
Gianina B @GianinaB_
RT @LChudzik85: Q2a: We have the drive within us to make a difference where it counts because we see the world through a different lens tha...

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @Elizabe87201479: Q2 social workers know specific needs of populations and can be good advocates for change #macrosw

Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
🎉 #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @oobyava: A2. Social workers should be involved in policy change because we use evidence-based research and treatments that have been pr...

monica Davis @Monica_d_2018
A2: Social workers should be engaged in policy practice because part of advocating for a client sometimes will look like a policy change. There are certain policies that can be implemented to better the qualify of life of some of the clients we serve. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@JoAnnRosalesBa1 Glad to have you join us! #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Q3: What are some characteristics and objectives of social policy change? #MacroSW
Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @CiCisnerosMawia: Q2a: According to The Code of Ethics, social workers should be aware of the impact of the political arena on practice...

Valerie Alvarez @Valerie74984075
A2: Social workers should be engaged in policy practice because we are trained to look at things from a person in environment perspective. With our unique lens we can have a better understanding of what our clients needs are and thus advocate for their actual needs. #MacroSW

Stokes Dunavan @StokesDunavan
How do you define #MacroSW? Can it really be exclusive from #MicroSW, or is it part of a system in which both disciplines work together to help individuals and communities? #UGAglobalsw

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @M0lly_J3an: A2) SW should be involved with policy practice because we are the "boots on the ground". We come face to face with the poul...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Kemt45669330: A2 SW w/ practice experience are uniquely positioned to engage in policy practice because they understand the challenge...

👑 mizz_picklezz👑 @mizzpicklezz
@DanielleMannio3 Even macro practitioners have a clinical lens to evaluate what a population might need is useful. Both micro and macro inform each other #MacroSW
Meschelle Linjean @MeschLinjean  
A2: We may have a better grasp of the needs of our clients and their communities, and how issues affect them. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
RT @SocWrkDoc: A2) Social workers have a stated obligation to "Engage in policy practice to advance social and economic well-being and to d...

Gianina B @GianinaB_  
RT @isthisdubstep: @poliSW A1: I don't actually see how SWers can truly work to better society without addressing the causes of social inju...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
RT @aaugustineUB: Definitely agree! Research about policy practice -> more competent SWs #MacroSW https://t.co/xav1NeOkpm

Séphora Saint Pierre @sephorasp  
A2- Social workers should be engaged in policy practice because it directly effects the services that they provide. Social policy can impact the resources available, how they are distributed and what demographic qualifies for said resources. #MacroSW

Manuel Diaz @manny0_diaz  
A2: Social Workers should engage in social policy because it can affect clients and communities. This can also greatly change the overall interaction a client may have with his or her social worker. #MacroSW
Sofía Ramallo @snramallo
RT @LChudzik85: Q2a: We have the drive within us to make a difference where it counts because we see the world through a different lens tha...

Morgan @mmkenney6268
A3. Restructuring and improving current policies in order to bring about more innovative and influential policies. As a result, producing more fitted results for the community, with custom solutions for the issues within a specific area. #MacroSW

Meschelle Linjean @MeschLinjean
A2: Also, because it aligns with our value of social justice and ethical principle of challenging social injustice. #macrosw

Deidra Tonge @oobyava
@Valerie74984075 #MacroSW https://t.co/uw6Sr3f1GQ

EChandonait @Elizabe87201479
A2 social workers know systems best and how policy drives them #macrosw

Kemt @Kemt45669330
A3 Policy change should be deliberate, necessary and planned. It requires the ability to conceptualize, assess needs, and prioritize strategic issues. Must also possess good and strong relationship building and political skills. #MacroSW

Linda Grobman - The New Social Worker @newsocialworker
A2: It’s in our Code of Ethics. #MacroSW
Alex Amat @AlexAmat8
A2 Because as social workers we strive to change policies that are ineffective, and are not meeting the requirements that the population needs and desires. #MacroSW

Jaclyn P @JaclynP19
A3 An objective of social policy change would be to improve the quality of life of various populations. Strategic planning, data analysis, and conflict resolution are involved in the process. #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚅ @TheMattSchwartz
Okay #MacroSW family, I'll see you all next week - I am having some major tech stuff going on on my end, and now I'm attempting to balance Pizza. Carry on friends, and stay warm! https://t.co/9CW75MBiFi

Richard Boyer @Richard_G_Boyer
@poliSW A.3 A well designed structure or framework that facilitates progress through efficiency, equity and administrative feasibility to improve human welfare and to meet human needs for education, health, housing and economic security. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @isthisdubstep: @poliSW A1: I don’t actually see how SWers can truly work to better society without addressing the causes of social inju...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SifreSabrina: A2: Social workers are social justice warriors who fight for policies that are fair for everyone within society regardless...
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda

THIS. So many of the services we provide are a direct result of policy decisions, and we offer unique perspective into the effects of those decisions, for example, health care policy and access to treatment. #MacroSW

Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore

“One of the most important obligations we have as citizens, as humans, as social workers, as professionals, as neighbors, is to engage. To advocate. To use our voice to make things better.... #MacroSW (1 of 3)

Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore

It’s one thing to do that sitting in a room with a client, it’s one thing to do that sitting in a room developing policy, it’s another thing to go and have a face-to-face with the person who is going to be revising that policy. It impacts everybody... #MacroSW (2 of 3)

Rachel L. West @poliSW @StokesDunavan https://t.co/dMMWNugCsP #MacroSW

Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore

Be it Medicaid reimbursement. Scope fo practice. These are policies. The things we are going to do as clinical social workers are set our by your legislators.” - An excellent quote by Samantha Howell, the Exec Director of the @NASWNYS when on @socialworkersfm. #MacroSW (3 of 3)

ITTIC @UBittic

A3: The US National Prevention Strategy of 2011 laid a foundation to include TIC across all systems of care. https://t.co/cSgeVf7uYW #macrosw
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Don’t forget to add #MacroSW to those #MacroSW tweets so people can follow your #MacroSW thoughts and your profs etc etc you get it https://t.co/4CJfnVIIIZ

Bonnie Carroll @BonnieLynn1303
A3 Social policy change should attempt to better the lives of marginalized community members. It can also be used to solve problems the community is facing. #macrosw

Rachel L. West @poliSW
A3: Characteristics: https://t.co/Cy8T99h1JU Distribution or Redistribution of power and resources. >> #MacroSW

Abbie @TweetingBurd
RT @isthisdubstep: @poliSW A1: I don't actually see how SWers can truly work to better society without addressing the causes of social inju...

Dina @Dinadiaz_Flow
A1b. Policy change is when the existing systems are re-examined to improve the performance of the system. #MacroSW

Shivani Mishra @shivanikdmishra
@poliSW A1. Social planning is a continuos process for the development of community people by taking them in to confidence for their fulfilment of their needs. #MacroSW

Morgan @mmkenney6268
A2. Social workers should engage in policy practice bc social workers are working with clients, often in their own environments. As a result, social workers have the ability to be advocates for those who don’t know how to advocate for themselves. #macroSW
Megan Buschman @mbuschman95  
A3. I think the main objective is ensuring that policies are up to date with the current cultures and beliefs of society. Look at the 2015 policy change that allowed the LGBTQ+ community to marry. In the 50’s that was taboo but time has changed and we now celebrate it. #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW  
A3: <<Concern for vulnerable members of society>> #MacroSW

Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda  
@mizzpicklezz @poliSW @SW_Erica14 Great to see you tonight!  
#MacroSW https://t.co/SO3VZAzuAm

👑mizz_picklezz👑  
@mizzpicklezz @StokesDunavan Both practices inform each other. Micro and Macro practice aren't separate. I'm not built for micro practice however as a macro sw I understand how trauma and mental illness can devastate entire communities #MacroSW

rowan louis @Rowan_the_boat1  
A1. Social workers will be able to bring in valuable research methods and an understanding of different perspectives when it comes to policy making. #MacroSW

Drew @isthisdubstep  
@poliSW A3 For me, it's about a change in leadership and a change in power. It's about using my skills to the service of others' vision of justice. #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW  
A3:<<Social policies are influenced by the culture, politics, and economics of a country. #MacroSW
Morgan @mmkenney6268
A2. Social workers also have the ability to recognize social changes that could be made to improve the conditions for the individual as well as the community. #macroSW

Lisa @safetymom4
A3. I feel improvement of human welfare is our most important objective. Community participation is an important characteristic. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @AlyssaLotmore: “One of the most important obligations we have as citizens, as humans, as social workers, as professionals, as neighbors...

Deidra Tonge @oobyava
I think that microSW and macroSw disciplines must work together because as a social worker, you see the micro social needs and then you advocate for policy change in macro settings. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @lola_leu: Q2: All social workers should engage in policy practice since policies have a significant impact on our clientele. Policies c...

Rachel L. West @poliSW
A3: Objectives: social policy change can only bring about moderate change.>> #MacroSW

Molly Nystedt @M0lly_J3an
A3) Social policy should work towards closing the gap between those who are disadvantaged and those who aren’t #macrosw
Morgan @mmkenney6268
A2. By meeting the client where they’re at and determining the root of the problems and issues we are able to be bring about actual change through policy practice. #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
A3: <<Improve the quality of life. Social policy should minimize suffering and maximize welfare.>> #MacroSW

Dr. Tom Felke @SocWrkDoc
RT @JoThoHalloran: @poliSW A2: Social workers *are* engaging in policy practice. No matter where you locate yourself in the profession you...

Anna @Anna66253093
A3. Problem analyzing; proposal writing; passing legislation #macrosw

donald rohrman @DonaldRohrman
Social workers are the worker bees that aught to fight social injustice from the inside of the system, out. If we have a chance at turning this oligarchical system into a more fair system, then it’s our responsibility to effect change across all systems #MacroSW

Sherlyna Hanna @SherlynaHanna
@poliSW A:2 I believe that social workers are equipped with the necessary skills to make real change. So it’s important for social workers to engage in policy practice to make the necessary change #macrosw
Gianina B @GianinaB_
A3: Updating them & keeping them current. They be sound, logical, flexible and should provide a guide for thinking in future planning and action. #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @oobyava: I think that microSW and macroSw disciplines must work together because as a social worker, you see the micro social needs and...

EChandonait @Elizabe87201479
A3 policy should be flexible to accommodate change #macrosw

Laura Hoge, LCSW, LCADC @LauraHoge
A3. Social policy change should magnify the dignity and worth of all persons served. It would center on the needs of the oppressed, as opposed to the capacity of those in power. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
#MacroSW https://t.co/qJBfbuncUz

👑 mizz_picklezz👑 @mizzpicklezz
@StokesDunavan MH and trauma are critical factors to consider when developing social programming and policy. We don't want progran interaction to traumatize communities that need social supports #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @GianinaB_: A3: Updating them & keeping them current. They be sound, logical, flexible and should provide a guide for thinking in future...
Kate Elena @KateElena1
A2: Our job as Social Workers is to empower the voices of those we work with not speak for them. Social workers engaged in policy practice facilitate a connection between those is power and those impacted. We don't just talk, we listen #macroSW

Jacie Franks-Johnson @FranksJacie
A3. The objective of policy change is to better assist with the best quality of life for our clients. If we know that a certain policy really affects majority our clients that, that specific policy relates to, then it should be changed. #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: Q3: What are some characteristics and objectives of social policy change? #MacroSW

Katie Brunco @KatieBrunco
A2. Social workers should be involved in policy change because they are dealing social issues firsthand at the micro level so they are some of the best advocates and forces for change at the macro level. #MacroSW

John Halloran @JoThoHalloran
@poliSW A3. In my opinion the objective of all policy change must be justice. #MacroSW

Pamela Synor @MsPamSS
@FranksJacie A2 As a social worker we are obligated by the code of Ethics that directly impacts our practice with individuals and one powerful way is to be involved in policy practice! #macrosw
Rachel L. West @poliSW  
RT @DonaldRohrman: Social workers are the worker bees that aught to fight social injustice from the inside of the system, out. If we have a...

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan  
RT @mizzpicklezz: @StokesDunavan Both practices inform each other. Micro and Macro practice aren't separate. I'm not built for micro practi...

Drew @isthisdubstep  
@oobyava So much this. I understand the need to describe the two separately, but I really loath that they get silo'ed because of how they're described. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
This!!! #MacroSW

Morgan Wells @morgantwells  
A2- Social workers should be involved in policy practice because we are the ones ensuring best and equal practice for our clients so we must stay informed of new or changing policies #MacroSW

Dr. Tom Felke @SocWrkDoc  
@oobyava #MacroSW https://t.co/w1fzyprNVH

Jennifer @JustJenie  
RT @poliSW: A2: Policies can maintain or eradicate injustices. Policies can improve overall quality of life in society for individuals and...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW  
#MacroSW YES
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda

A3. Social policy change should look to improve quality of life of everyone and not allow individuals to fall through the crack. #macroSW

Sofía Ramallo @snramallo

A3: The objective of social policy change is to make an improvement on a social issue at hand, in order develop as a society. As well as provide justice and advocacy for those in need. #MacroSW

Senzeni @Senzeni13938102

RT @SifreSabrina: A2: Social workers are social justice warriors who fight for policies that are fair for everyone within society regardless...

Bonnie Carroll @BonnieLynn1303

@StokesDunavan There's a lot of #microSW issues that can be addressed on the #macrosw level and vice versa. Both lenses need to work together in order to solve all aspects of the problem.

Caitlin Hoover @caitlanne

A2: Social workers should be engaged in the process as it impacts their jobs and the clients they serve. If we are involved, we can advocate, get involved in making sure effective interventions are created, and promote social change. #macrosw

Megan Buschman @mbuschman95

A3. It also allows us to reallocate power and funding to the most discerning populations. #MacroSW
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: Okay #MacroSW family, I'll see you all next week - I am having some major tech stuff going on on my end, and now I'm a...

Jennifer @JustJenie
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A1 Social Planning involves planning to meet the bio-psycho-social needs of a given area or community, within a design...

Deana Ayers @DeanaJAYers
A3: I think the characteristics of social policy change should be equity, holistic, and relevant. Social policy change should help the most vulnerable without leaving gaps in service, and it should be focused on what people need, not what others think they need #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @mizzpicklezz: @StokesDunavan MH and trauma are critical factors to consider when developing social programming and policy. We don't wan...

Abby Vander Laan @abby_vanderlaan
@isthisdubstep @poliSW Well said! Social work isn't just about wanting your own agenda; it's about advocating for other's agendas as well #macrosw

Alyssa Mosher @AlyssaMosher4
@poliSW A3.) Social policy change has the power to change structures of social and economic justice and injustices. It can provide resources for people who cannot attain them currently and overall change imbalances in society. #macrosw
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @JoThoHalloran: @poliSW A2: Social workers *are* engaging in policy practice. No matter where you locate yourself in the profession you...

kjhedberg @kjhedberg
A3: Objectives for change should focus on the overall well being of people and the quality of their life, therefore the focus should be on improving and maintaining the practices that allows that to unfold. #macroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @BonnieLynn1303: @StokesDunavan There's a lot of #microSW issues that can be addressed on the #macrosw level and vice versa. Both lenses...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karengoda
Fair! #MacroSW

JoAnn Rosales-Bailey @JoAnnRosalesBa1
A3 A goal should be justice for everyone. To have everyone's voices and concerns be heard. #macrosw

Morgan @mmkenney6268
RT @mmkenney6268: A3. Restructuring and improving current policies in order to bring about more innovative and influential policies. As a r...

LolaLeu @lola_leu
Q3: Social policy change is due to ineffective policies, in which people have been negatively impacted. Advocacy and reevaluation of ineffective policies are two characteristics of social policy change #MacroSW
Lindsey Kuipers @liswier 43 minutes ago
@poliSW I really like these words - "minimize suffering and maximize welfare". Great summary and insight. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW 43 minutes ago
RT @JoThoHalloran: @poliSW A2a: And importantly, all social workers are policy *agents.* Policy is something that you are actively making—n...

rowan louis @Rowan_the_boat1 43 minutes ago
A3. Some of the objectives are to improve human welfare and increase resources availability to the community. #MacroSW

Drew @isthisdubstep 43 minutes ago
I'm so happy I remembered that #MacroSW is tonight. :)

UB-Social Work @UBSSW 43 minutes ago
RT @newsocialworker: A2: It's in our Code of Ethics. #MacroSW

Emily Harrelson @harrelson_emily 43 minutes ago
A3: Policy first needs to be assessed to determine gaps in services and why it needed to be changed in the first place. After doing so, the policy should be amended to fit the needs of the population better #MacroSW

Dina @Dinadiaz_Flow 43 minutes ago
A2. Social Worker should partake in policy change because it helps with improving the lives of the client that can be to protect them from social injustice. #MacroSW
Amanda Augustine @aaugustineUB
Q3: I think that two major characteristics of social policy change are knowing the desired outcome and understanding which population(s) will be affected with the objective of ensuring that the change will promote social justice. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: Q3: What are some characteristics and objectives of social policy change? #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: A3: Characteristics: https://t.co/Cy8T99h1JU Distribution or Redistribution of power and resources. >> #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: A3: <<Concern for vulnerable members of society>> #MacroSW

Lindsay @SanchezLindsay_
A3 Social workers should always work to improve the life of their clients by advocating for change and working within the community to make that happen. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: A3:<<Social policies are influenced by the culture, politics, and economics of a country. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: A3: Objectives: social policy change can only bring about moderate change.>> #MacroSW
Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @thisisdubstep: I'm so happy I remembered that #MacroSW is tonight. :)

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: A3:<<Improve the quality of life. Social policy should minimize suffering and maximize welfare.>> #MacroSW

Deidra Tonge @oobyava
Social policy change should be driven by a motivation to see all people who are affected on a micro level be able to live a better quality of life. The objective of social policy change is to produce a policy that will change the outcomes of society as a whole. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @mizzpicklezz: @StokesDunavan MH and trauma are critical factors to consider when developing social programming and policy. We don't wan...

Lindsey Kuipers @liswier
@StokesDunavan I agree. I think the two go hand in hand. One without the other is an incomplete picture, which is why we need people bridging the game between those on the ground and those on the Hill. #MacroSW

Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @liswier: @poliSW I really like these words - "minimize suffering and maximize welfare". Great summary and insight. #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
Word. #MacroSW
Jennifer @JustJenie
RT @BonnieLynn1303: #macroSW https://t.co/z3HogC6A2u

Deana Ayers @DeanaJAYers
A3: Social policy change's objective should be to eradicate social/economic inequity across the board. I also think that social policy change should be done with the end goal of changing the way our systems work from within. #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Q4: is coming up. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @AlyssaLotmore: Be it Medicaid reimbursement. Scope of practice. These are policies. The things we are going to do as clinical social wo...

Sherene @Sherene07494576
Q3 my concern for volunteer members of society is that they will not get the help they really need to alleviate their situation and they will get stuck in the same cycle generation after generation #macrosw

Abby Vander Laan @abby_vanderlaan @mbuschman95 I like how you included how a policy change can be just changing a view or attitude about a policy. It's good to point out that it can be more than a change in government policy. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @AlyssaLotmore: It’s one thing to do that sitting in a room with a client, it’s one thing to do that sitting in a room developing policy...
Dee06x2 @dee06x2
A3: An objective of policy change is to better assist clients in improving their quality of life. Working with different populations we have to know how each policy may affect these clients.
#macrosw

Shivani Mishra @shivanikdmishra
@poliSW A2. Societal development is in hands of Many and Social worker one among them. Our functioning and service highly depend on the policy. Our engagement helps clients to work for his/ her betterment. Policy affcts qlty of client life&our service.
#MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Don’t forget to add #MacroSW to those #MacroSW tweets so people can follow your #MacroSW thoughts and your profs etc e...

Amanda Augustine @aaugustineUB
I like that you emphasized a trauma-informed approach!!!
#MacroSW

LChudzik85 @LChudzik85
I completely agree with @LauraHoge #MacroSW https://t.co/kkEWXpIcWo

WCDB @wcdb
RT @UAlbanySSW: We love having a radio show on @wcdb that focuses on social work. Today, @NASWNYS Executive Director, Samantha Howell, was...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
Or to reframe, who is benefitting from the ineffective policies? This will often point to who supports the policy. #MacroSW
Pamela Synor @MsPamSS
@UBSSW A3 social workers have the awesome ability to be a positive influence in social change through involvement in policy practice.....especially when done in great numbers. The power of the masses. #MacroSW

Bonnie Carroll @BonnieLynn1303
@oobyava Well said! #macroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @mbuschman95: A3. I think the main objective is ensuring that policies are up to date with the current cultures and beliefs of society....

Manuel Diaz @manny0_diaz
A3: advocacy, research are some objectives that are needed for social policy #MacroSW

Amanda Augustine @aaugustineUB
RT @poliSW: A3:<<Improve the quality of life. Social policy should minimize suffering and maximize welfare.>> #MacroSW

Dorlisa Minnick @DorlisaMinnick
RT @DeanaJAyers: A3: I think the characteristics of social policy change should be equity, holistic, and relevant. Social policy change sho...

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @DeanaJAyers: A3: Social policy change's objective should be to eradicate social/economic inequity across the board. I also think that s...
Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @JoAnnRosalesBa1: A3 A goal should be justice for everyone. To have everyone’s voices and concerns be heard. #macrosw

loc’d @AfroCaribbean_ @poliSW Excellent answer!! That’s a great way to look at it! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SocWrkDoc: @oobyava #MacroSW https://t.co/w1fzyprNVH

loc’d @AfroCaribbean_ RT @poliSW: A3: <<Improve the quality of life. Social policy should minimize suffering and maximize welfare.>> #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Q4 incoming #MacroSW

Abby Vander Laan @abby_vanderlaan @SanchezLindsay_ I really like that you said change occurs when action is taken. Most people don’t want to get involved because they think change is already happening, but we need to act first before we can see results. #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @karenzgoda: Or to reframe, who is benefitting from the ineffective policies? This will often point to who supports the policy. #MacroSW…

👑 mizz_piclezz👑 @mizzpicklezz @poliSW A3. Another characteristic for social change should be policies written and implemented in a way that is explicit about community members being assets to the policy. Too often communities in need are perceived as liabilities. #MacroSW
Shivani Mishra @shivanikdmishra
RT @poliSW: Resource: Renu Sharma, Social Planning and Social Policy https://t.co/Cy8T99h1JU #MacroSW

40 minutes ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: #MacroSW YES https://t.co/IJiYVMeoGy

40 minutes ago

Lindsey Kuipers @liswier
@Sherene07494576 Which is why it's SO important to make sure they are part of the process and can add their insight into the generational struggles that policy makers need to take into consideration as they try to create something new. #MacroSW

40 minutes ago

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @karenzgoda: Or to reframe, who is benefitting from the ineffective policies? This will often point to who supports the policy. #MacroSW...

40 minutes ago

Drew @isthisdubstep
@abby_vanderlaan @poliSW There are a lot of social workers - esp in direct services (not sorry about the shade) - that fail at separating their own agenda or personal values from their client's interests. #MacroSW

40 minutes ago

donald rohrman @DonaldRohrman
I think that a characteristic of social policy change is in the collective movement to change the issue at hand. In other words, it is usually felt, recognized, and seen by a group of people #MacroSW

40 minutes ago

Shivani Mishra @shivanikdmishra
RT @poliSW: A1: Social planning is a data driven approach to solving problems. There is an emphasis on rational problem solving techniques....

40 minutes ago
Shivani Mishra @shivanikdmishra
RT @mizzpicklezz: @SW_Erica14 Our foundation in human behaviors and our understanding of social interaction makes us an excellent fit for p...

Jenna Graeff @GraeffJenna
A3 Policies change to be more adaptive and reflective of the societies they serve. #MacroSW

monica Davis @Monica_d_2018
A3: Characteristic of policy change: speaking at local governance meetings on topics your community may be struggling with. Or as big as lobbying for a bill your community will benefit from. 1 of 2 #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Q4: How can social workers get involved in social planning & policy change? #MacroSW

Sofía Ramallo @snramallo
@JoAnnRosalesBa1 @poliSW In total agreement, it helps their voice; but it can also assist by making a useful resource to them, if we are not updated in policy—we discredit ourselves. #Macrosw

monica Davis @Monica_d_2018
A3: Objectives: improve quality of life, freedom to be able to choose instead of having to take or accept the bare minimum. 2 of 2 #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @poliSW: Q4: How can social workers get involved in social planning & policy change? #MacroSW
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @liswier: @poliSW I really like these words - "minimize suffering and maximize welfare". Great summary and insight. #MacroSW

Abby Vander Laan @abby_vanderlaan
@isthisdubstep @poliSW Agreed! It should about what's best for the client instead of what you think #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @isthisdubstep: @abby_vanderlaan @poliSW There are a lot of social workers - esp in direct services (not sorry about the shade) - that f...

Richard Boyer @Richard_G_Boyer
@poliSW A.4 Possess genuine empathy and grow your network within your community. Learn & listen to what the most significant problems are that prevents a community from thriving. Develop influence from within the community and identify who the “change agents” are. #MacroSW

Caitlin Hoover @caitlanne
A3: Social policy change should be relevant, unbiased, developed from ideas from the community, and with a purpose of serving those with the greatest need #macrosw

Lindsey Kuipers @liswier
@Sherene07494576 https://t.co/gWrZ96AsZX When Helping Hurts #MacroSW

ITTIC @UBittic
A4: CTIPP is involved in advocacy and planning for policy change to implement TIC into all levels of care in the US. https://t.co/XjO7oHpvnB #macrosw
Lisa @safetymom4
A4. Be a community organizer. Educate yourself on current policy - what is working? What does not? #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @abby_vanderlaan: @mbuschman95 I like how you included how a policy change can be just changing a view or attitude about a policy. It's...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
#MacroSW https://t.co/8khKQaqwxE

Meschelle Linjean @MeschLinjean
A4: Participate in community meetings and contact policymakers about issues affecting our clients. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @aaugustineUB: I like that you emphasized a trauma-informed approach!!! #MacroSW https://t.co/XvwEQI3i4y

Rachel L. West @poliSW
A4: Elect the right people to public office. Includes finding candidates, supporting candidates, and even standing for elected office yourself.>> #MacroSW

ECHandonait @Elizabe87201479
A4 social workers can immerse themselves in a community to identify needs #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @LChudzik85: I completely agree with @LauraHoge #MacroSW https://t.co/kkEWXplcWo
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Or to reframe, who is benefitting from the ineffective policies? This will often point to who supports the policy. #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW Q4: How can social workers get involved in social planning & policy change? #MacroSW

kjhedberg @kjhedberg
RT @Richard_G_Boyer: @poliSW A.4 Possess genuine empathy and grow your network within your community. Learn & listen to what the most signi...

Deana Ayers @DeanaJAyers
A4: Social workers can get involved in social planning and policy change by going to meetings and talking to people in our communities! We should be asking (vulnerable) people what their ideal world looks like, and work with them to start making that a reality.>> #MacroSW

Sherene @Sherene07494576
@liswier I agree and social workers does play a big role in their voices being heard. #MacroSW

Laura Morales @_Lmorales24
Q4: We, as social workers are part of social planning: From federal agencies to community organizations we can attempt to solve problems raging from child welfare to aging #MacroSW

Morgan @mmkenney6268
A4. Vote, advocate, use your voice to identify social issues and solutions. Think outside the box. #MacroSW
Lindsey Kuipers @liswier
There are so many ways for social workers to get involved in social planning, but I think it starts by looking at the communities and spheres of influence that they’re already in. Assessing gaps, asking questions, gathering stories... #macrosw

John Halloran @JoThoHalloran
@poliSW A4. An important thing is for social workers to understand that they are policy actors and to intentionally embrace that role. #MacroSW

kjhedberg @kjhedberg
@Richard_G_Boyer @poliSW #MacroSW https://t.co/scBbRNpHJI

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @isthisdubstep: @abby_vanderlaan @poliSW There are a lot of social workers - esp in direct services (not sorry about the shade) - that f...

EChandonait @Elizabe87201479
A4 social workers can keep updated on leadership meetings and proposals #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
So many possible choices for our podcast participant about-outs tomorrow #MacroSW https://t.co/Jq7vE1Icxc

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: A4: Elect the right people to public office. Includes finding candidates, supporting candidates, and even standing for elected...
Dr. Tom Felke @SocWrkDoc
A4) Get involved in research, advocacy, and run for office! #MacroSW https://t.co/5W0VG2UGys

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: Q4: How can social workers get involved in social planning & policy change? #MacroSW

Drew @isthisdubstep
@poliSW A4 I think about this a lot, and I feel like the lack of focus on community organizing within social work needs to be remedied. Emphasizing this in SW education must happen. #MacroSW

Molly Nystedt @M0lly_J3an
A4) The first step would be to get involved. Then you know what the community you are serving needs are. Take small steps towards change such as advocating on a small scale. Then you work towards larger policy changes because you have the experience and expertise #macrosw

Bonnie Carroll @BonnieLynn1303
A4 We can get involved in policy change by drumming up support on social media, going to legislative meetings, voting, becoming a member of an organization that influences policy making, or by conducting research that fuels ideas for change #macrosw

Rachel L. West @poliSW
A4: <<Engaging elected officials. Lobbying, policy analysis, writing legislation. Here is a list of upcoming lobby days hosted by NASW.>> #MacroSW
JoAnn Rosales-Bailey @JoAnnRosalesBa1
@isthisdubstep @abby_vanderlaan @poliSW
OHH, I completely agree. It can be hard when your values and opinions get in the way of your work. To be good social workers, we should always put the best interest of the clients first! #MacroSW

Shivani Mishra @shivanikdmishra @poliSW
A3. I believe that foremost objective is that let’s every one be a part of change then only equality justice and welfare will work. Involvement of community from planning to execution will meet human developmental needs. #MacroSW

Megan Buschman @mbuschman95
A4. I think one of the biggest things is to notice an issue, acknowledge it, and reach out. Contact your district’s leaders and express your concerns. This is why networking in the social work community is huge. Knowing the right people can help solve problems you see. #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
<<Resource: List of NASW lobby days https://t.co/wXOboPugWF >>
#MacroSW

EChandonait @Elizabe87201479
A4 We need more social workers in public office #macrosw

Morgan @mmkenney6268
A4. Educate yourself and others on issues and social problems within your community. Influence change by making educated decisions. #MacroSW
Amanda Augustine @aaugustineUB 36 minutes ago

A4: I believe that the first step to getting involved is becoming informed about the issue that needs to be addressed. SWs then have the ability to promote change by advocating for the desired outcome and for the population(s) affected. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 36 minutes ago

RT @SocWrkDoc: A4) Get involved in research, advocacy, and run for office! #MacroSW https://t.co/5W0VG2UGys

Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda 36 minutes ago

RT @SocWrkDoc: A4) Get involved in research, advocacy, and run for office! #MacroSW https://t.co/5W0VG2UGys

Alex Amat @AlexAmat8 36 minutes ago

A3 Social policy change starts in your own community, hopefully one day you will be able to reach other communities and make positive differences. #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW 36 minutes ago

<<many nonprofit, unions/prof associations, and schools of social work also host lobby days. #MacroSW

Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda 36 minutes ago

RT @OfficialMacroSW: So many possible choices for our podcast participant about-outs tomorrow #MacroSW https://t.co/Jq7vE1Icxc

Shivani Mishra @shivanikdmishra 36 minutes ago

RT @poliSW: A3: <<Improve the quality of life. Social policy should minimize suffering and maximize welfare.>> #MacroSW
Anna @Anna66253093
A4. Community participation; community assessments; engaging with policy makers; and action planning; learning to listen and being the change agent! #macrosw

Karen 💔 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @JoThoHalloran: @poliSW A4. An important thing is for social workers to understand that they are policy actors and to intentionally embr...

John Halloran @JoThoHalloran
@liswier Exactly! And a lot of this stuff is best practice for all learning organizations. Part of being an effective social worker is engaging in the policy context of clients and organizations. #MacroSW

Jacie Franks-Johnson @FranksJacie
A4. Getting involved in the community, making sure that you vote for people who WILL make a change, even running for different positions in office #MacroSW

Gianina B @GianinaB_
A4. Networking, researching, getting involved within your community, and electing the right candidates. #macroSW

Lindsey Kuipers @liswier
And then empowering those for whom the change would benefit to speak up for themselves. Our goal shouldn't be to save, but to stand by -- as is highlighted in When Helping Hurts https://t.co/gWrZ96AsZX #macroSW
Tanya Carrillo @tanya08carrillo

Social workers can get involved in social planning & policy change by listening to the people the policies effect rather than assuming what they need. This can be done by getting involved in communities #MacroSW.

Megan Buschman @mbuschman95

A4. Also, we need to do our research. Be sure of who we are voting for and putting into office. They are the ones who decide the political direction of the country but we decide who goes into those positions. #MacroSW

NinaN @NinaN35519745

@poliSW A4. They can connect with legislation and government agencies by attending community meetings. As well as participate in social research that is necessary to create policy change. #MacroSW

Dee06x2 @dee06x2

@mbuschman95 #MacroSW I totally agree https://t.co/qE0qFc6Xd1

LChudzik85 @LChudzik85

Q4a: There are so many options! We engage in social issues that we have passion for, never give up! Speak your mind with dignity and influence to change policies that will result in PREVENTATIVE social change. #MacroSW

Bonnie Carroll @BonnieLynn1303

@liswier Exactly. Like starting with a needs assessment to see what resources/support the community requires yet is lacking. #macroSW
kjhedberg @kjhedberg
A4: Think we all about hit this one square on! Get involved; you want to see change happen, be a part of change. educate yourself so you can educate those around you. do. your. research. #macroSW

Valerie Alvarez @Valerie74984075
A4: Network within you community and talk to people to find how out how individuals are being directly impacted. #MacroSW

maawwiaa @CiCisnerosMawia
Q3. Social policy change Characteristics: *a change in the system of social relationship *Is universal. Because it is present in all societies and at all times *is a continuous process but not an intermittent process. *change is inevitable #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: A4: <<Engaging elected officials. Lobbying, policy analysis, writing legislation. Here is a list of upcoming lobby days hosted...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
The geography of the #MacroSW chat tonight: States heard from are CA FL IA KS MA MI NJ NY PA TX VA - any others to hear from? other countries? Nice reach with these Twitter chats!

JoAnn Rosales-Bailey @JoAnnRosalesBa1
A4, Social workers can get involved in the community and voice concerns to policy makers and other influential people in the community. #macrosw

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: <<Resource: List of NASW lobby days https://t.co/wXOboPugWF >> #MacroSW
Morgan @mmkenney6268
A4. If you don’t agree with current policies, stand up, use your voice and create change through action #MacroSW

Abby Vander Laan @abby_vanderlaan
A4: There are so many ways that social workers can get involved with social policy. For example, my class just went down to the Iowa Capitol to advocate and talk to our state sen/reps about bills relating to social policy #MacroSW

Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: <<many nonprofit, unions/prof associations, and schools of social work also host lobby days. #MacroSW

Alondra @ammelendez3387
Agree 🙌 #MacroSW

Alyssa Mosher @AlyssaMosher4
@poliSW Q4.) Social workers can get involved in social planning and policy change if they invested their time in studying the process of how policies are made. By engaging in this active role, a social worker can influence the outcome. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: A4: Elect the right people to public office. Includes finding candidates, supporting candidates, and even standing for elected...

Pamela Synor @MsPamSS
@LauraHoge A3 social workers have and can create policy....new or revise! take a look at social media and the ethical dilemmas faced all the time on it’s use and the social workers perspective on ways to navigate them...priceless #macrosw https://t.co/eP3wSBXW0C
Lindsey Kuipers @liswier
@poliSW Our Social Policy class just attended a lobby day and I was surprised by how easy it was to sit in on sub-committees/committees, call out representatives, express interest about bills, share data and information, etc. #macroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: A4: Engaging elected officials. Lobbying, policy analysis, writing legislation. Here is a list of upcoming lobby days hosted...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @UBittic: A4: CTIPP is involved in advocacy and planning for policy change to implement TIC into all levels of care in the US. https://...

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @abby_vanderlaan: A4: There are so many ways that social workers can get involved with social policy. For example, my class just went do...

Sydney A. Dunbrook @DunbrookSydney
A4: Let your voice be heard in your community. Educate your community, attend local meetings. Start small and grow as you educate and build a force to push for change with you. #MacroSW

Amanda Augustine @aaugustineUB
A4: (Cont.) I also believe that it is important for everyone (including SWs) to make informed decisions about which agencies they support based on how these agencies' goals and objectives align with a trauma-informed, human rights approach. #MacroSW
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @safetymom4: A4. Be a community organizer. Educate yourself on current policy - what is working? What does not? #MacroSW

Karen 🌺 Zgoda @karenzgoda
Extra credit right here! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: #MacroSW https://t.co/8khKqaqwxE

Deana Ayers @DeanaJAyers
A4: << We should also work with community leaders and elected officials to get everyday citizens involved in the political process through legislation, lobbying, and engaging in other direct political action. This will help us push relevant policy changes. #MacroSW

Shivani Mishra @shivanikdmishra
@poliSW A4. I firmly stands that role of social workers must be there in policy formulation then only we can perform the role of facilitator #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @UBSSW: The geography of the #MacroSW chat tonight: States heard from are CA FL IA KS MA MI NJ NY PA TX VA - any others to hear from? ot...

B A I L E Y @baileyspenlauu
RT @mbuschman95: A4. I think one of the biggest things is to notice an issue, acknowledge it, and reach out. Contact your district’s leader...
Sherley Abela @AbelaSherley
RT @liswier: And then empowering those for whom the change would benefit to speak up for themselves. Our goal shouldn’t be to save, but to...

Carly Hopper @carly_hopper
RT @mbuschman95: A4. I think one of the biggest things is to notice an issue, acknowledge it, and reach out. Contact your district’s leader...

👑 mizz_picklezz👑 @mizzpicklezz
@poliSW A4. Taking opportunities to get involved in local politics, participation in lobby days, working the polls on election day, becoming active in local party committees and running for public office. #MacroSW

Lindsey Kuipers @liswier
@JoAnnRosalesBa1 It really is about who you know! It’s so good to make connections so that you can turn to those connections when you have something important to advocate for. #MacroSW

👑 mizz_picklezz👑 @mizzpicklezz
RT @JoThoHalloran: @poliSW A4. An important thing is for social workers to understand that they are policy actors and to intentionally embr...

Laura Hoge, LCSW, LCADC @LauraHoge
A4. Relationships and accountability. B4 we can advocate for effective change, we need to be sure our policies are led by communities themselves. Without buy-in w/ systems in power, we cannot carve space at the table. And humility - we need to stop the savior nonsense. #MacroSW
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: <<Resource: List of NASW lobby days https://t.co/wXOboPugWF >> #MacroSW

33 minutes ago

LolaLeu @lola_leu
A4: I believe the first step in getting involved in social planning and policy change is increasing one’s knowledge of the policies that are causing harm to their clients and their community. Becoming knowledgeable about policies and their impact is a necessity overall... #MacroSW

33 minutes ago

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @liswier: @poliSW Our Social Policy class just attended a lobby day and I was surprised by how easy it was to sit in on sub-committees/c...

33 minutes ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: <<many nonprofit, unions/prof associations, and schools of social work also host lobby days. #MacroSW

33 minutes ago

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @MsPamSS: @LauraHoge A3 social workers have and can create policy....new or revise! take a look at social media and the ethical dilemmas...

33 minutes ago

Lindsay @SanchezLindsay_
A4 engaging, participating, networking, and advocating for our communities large and small! #MacroSW

33 minutes ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @mizzpicklezz: @poliSW A4. Taking opportunities to get involved in local politics, participation in lobby days, working the polls on ele...

33 minutes ago
Kate Elena @KateElena1  
A4: By staying informed, reflecting on how our client's experiences are influenced by broader social factors, empowering our clients, and being active in our communities. #macroSW

Morgan @mmkenney6268 @JoThoHalloran That is my life motto! Complaining will get us nowhere! Create change through action! #MacroSW  
https://t.co/6j82wV8uha

Amanda Augustine @aaugustineUB  
Well said!! #MacroSW

Deidra Tonge @oobyava  
A4. Social workers can get involved in social planning and policy change by first researching which community problem(s) and conditions need to be addressed. Social workers then need to have community involvement and become policymakers. Social workers need to advocate. #MacroSW

Drew @isthisdubstep  
I think getting some lobby experience is also super important to understand how the law is insufficient or fails. It's a great way to get some ideas about what can be organized outside of the sphere of legislation/state. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
RT @isthisdubstep: @poliSW A4 I think about this a lot, and I feel like the lack of focus on community organizing within social work needs...
Stokes Dunavan @StokesDunavan
RT @liswier: @StokesDunavan I agree. I think the two go hand in hand. One without the other is an incomplete picture, which is why we need...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SocWrkDoc: A4) Get involved in research, advocacy, and run for office! #MacroSW https://t.co/5W0VG2UGys

👑 mizz_picklez✨ @mizzpicklez
@LauraHoge A4. Agreed. Communities know exactly what they need. As SW we need to facilitate that process legislatively and move on #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @MsPamSS: @LauraHoge A3 social workers have and can create policy....new or revise! take a look at social media and the ethical dilemmas...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @kjhedberg: @Richard_G_Boyer @poliSW #MacroSW https://t.co/scBbRNpHJI

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @liswier: @poliSW Our Social Policy class just attended a lobby day and I was surprised by how easy it was to sit in on sub-committees/c...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @JoThoHalloran: @poliSW A4. An important thing is for social workers to understand that they are policy actors and to intentionally embr...
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: The geography of the #MacroSW chat tonight: States heard from are CA FL IA KS MA MI NJ NY PA TX VA - any others to hear from? ot...

32 minutes ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Lmorales24: Q4: We, as social workers are part of social planning: From federal agencies to community organizations we can attempt to...

32 minutes ago

Sofía Ramallo @snramallo
@mckenney6268 yes! #MacroSW https://t.co/x7iSrZ4guS

31 minutes ago

Carly Hopper @carly_hopper
RT @tanya08carrillo: Social workers can get involved in social planning & policy change by listening to the people the policies effect rath...

31 minutes ago

Deidra Tonge @oobyava
@lola_leu #MacroSW https://t.co/l81EhjY5km

31 minutes ago

Alex Amat @AlexAmat8
A4: Get in touch with local leaders and other social workers in your communities. Another idea is to talk with the people affected in the areas you are trying to change. Because they are the ones who are the experts in what needs changing within their communities. #MacroSW

31 minutes ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@mckenney6268 @JoThoHalloran Gotta get in on this meme theme #MacroSW https://t.co/lqHydu0NTa

31 minutes ago
Laura Hoge, LCSW, LCADC @LauraHoge 31 minutes ago
A4. Championing leadership in the groups we serve - encouraging and supporting them when they run for office. #MacroSW

Amanda Augustine @aaugustineUB 31 minutes ago
RT @poliSW: A4: Elect the right people to public office. Includes finding candidates, supporting candidates, and even standing for elected...

Katie Brunco @KatieBrunco 31 minutes ago
A4. Get involved in the community! Talk to people, attend meetings, visit agencies, ask questions, and learn about social issues that are current. Don’t be afraid to SPEAK UP! #MacroSW https://t.co/eXq2wweLa7

UB-Social Work @UBSSW 31 minutes ago
RT @mizzpicklezz: @poliSW A4. Taking opportunities to get involved in local politics, participation in lobby days, working the polls on ele...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW 31 minutes ago
RT @MsPamSS: @LauraHoge A3 social workers have and can create policy....new or revise! take a look at social media and the ethical dilemmas...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW 30 minutes ago
RT @liswier: @poliSW Our Social Policy class just attended a lobby day and I was surprised by how easy it was to sit in on sub-committees/c...

Shivani Mishra @shivanikdmishra 30 minutes ago
@poliSW A4. If not then Research and advocacy are best practices in social planning and social change #MacroSW
Ann Wilder, PhD, LCSW @annwilder
@poliSW A4: Become politically active in your local community, volunteer on campaigns and serve on Boards! #MacroSW https://t.co/Q7g0RvJ06i

Carly Hopper @carly_hopper
Me seeing all these amazing answers on the #MacroSW chat tonight!!! https://t.co/n3BZUH49ml

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @annwilder: @poliSW A4: Become politically active in your local community, volunteer on campaigns and serve on Boards! #MacroSW https://...

Morgan @mmkenney6268
@OfficialMacroSW @JoThoHalloran #MacroSW https://t.co/9V6x0iMgcE

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
Excellent #MacroSW opportunity! https://t.co/jQo2DtL6Xy

Jacie Franks-Johnson @FranksJacie
RT @carly_hopper: Me seeing all these amazing answers on the #MacroSW chat tonight!!! https://t.co/n3BZUH49ml

Rachel L. West @poliSW
I see people mentioning needs assessments and other topics that have been covered in past chats. You can find transcripts to most of the social action series here https://t.co/wg2VvQGG0V #MacroSW
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @JoThoHalloran: @liswier Exactly! And a lot of this stuff is best practice for all learning organizations. Part of being an effective so...

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @KatieBrunco: A4. Get involved in the community! Talk to people, attend meetings, visit agencies, ask questions, and learn about social...

Drew @isthisdubstep
For real, this! Lifting up the existing leaders in communities we're serving, making sure they have space for them at the table, and getting them the resources they need is 🙌⭐⭐. #MacroSW

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @LauraHoge: A4. Championing leadership in the groups we serve - encouraging and supporting them when they run for office. #MacroSW

Sherley Abela @AbelaSherley
RT @carly_hopper: Me seeing all these amazing answers on the #MacroSW chat tonight!!! https://t.co/n3BZUH49ml

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @annwilder: @poliSW A4: Become politically active in your local community, volunteer on campaigns and serve on Boards! #MacroSW https://...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @dee06x2: @mbuschman95 #MacroSW I totally agree https://t.co/qE0qFc6Xd1
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @kjhedberg: A4: Think we all about hit this one square on! Get involved; you want to see change happen, be a part of change. educate you...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @LauraHoge: A4. Relationships and accountability. B4 we can advocate for effective change, we need to be sure our policies are led by co...

John Halloran @JoThoHalloran
@carly_hopper Any time we can bring the gifs here in #macroSW https://t.co/zNYMo0zaxU

Kate Elena @KateElena1
A4: By coming together as a united front to advocate for social justice #macroSW https://t.co/Hi5RcjSFqu

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
A4. Go to the grassroots level to hear and feel issues from the ground. Network, express interest, sincerely ask questions and listen. Join or community boards that have decision making and policy changing implications. Link locally, network legislatively.#MacroSW

👑 mizz_picklezz👑 @mizzpicklezz
Social workers can also participate in @CRISPontheHill @CharlesELewisJr #MacroSW which is a great opportunity for students and social workers to get involved in the policy process. https://t.co/2VCfDorbJG

Gianina B @GianinaB_
RT @carly_hopper: Me seeing all these amazing answers on the #MacroSW chat tonight!!! https://t.co/n3BZUH49ml
Amanda Augustine @aaugustineUB @lola_leu #MacroSW https://t.co/wQM9ggt3OC 28 minutes ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW RT @aaugustineUB: A4: (Cont.) I also believe that it is important for everyone (including SWs) to make informed decisions about which agenc...

Rachel L. West @poliSW The hour is almost up. Please share any final comments or questions you have. #MacroSW 28 minutes ago

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda RT @JoThoHalloran: @carly_hopper Any time we can bring the gifs here in #macroSW https://t.co/zNYMoOzaxU 28 minutes ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW RT @karenzgoda: Extra credit right here! #MacroSW https://t.co/H8ejEa2TN7 28 minutes ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW We love seeing and hearing from the students tonight! #MacroSW 28 minutes ago

Valerie Alvarez @Valerie74984075 RT @carly_hopper: Me seeing all these amazing answers on the #MacroSW chat tonight!!! https://t.co/n3BZUH49ml 28 minutes ago

👑 mizz_picklezz👑 @mizzpicklezz RT @SunyaFolayan: A4. Go to the grassroots level to hear and feel issues from the ground. Network, express interest, sincerely ask question... 28 minutes ago
Sydney A. Dunbrook @DunbrookSydney
RT @SunyaFolayan: A4. Go to the grassroots level to hear and feel issues from the ground. Network, express interest, sincerely ask question...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @DeanaJAyers: A4: << We should also work with community leaders and elected officials to get everyday citizens involved in the political...

Morgan @mmkenney6268
A4. Inflicting change comes from implementing action #MacroSW

Sydney A. Dunbrook @DunbrookSydney
RT @KateElena1: A4: By coming together as a united front to advocate for social justice #macroSW https://t.co/Hl5RcjSFqu

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @SunyaFolayan: A4. Go to the grassroots level to hear and feel issues from the ground. Network, express interest, sincerely ask question...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @LauraHoge: A4. Relationships and accountability. B4 we can advocate for effective change, we need to be sure our policies are led by co...

Sofía Ramallo @snramallo
@poliSW A4: In so many ways! I think everyone in this chit hit the nail on the head with this one; we must continue to stay active in regards to our communities, people!! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @aaugustineUB: Well said!! #MacroSW https://t.co/HsjJi10DnR
James Bell @ItsJBThree
RT @BonnieLynn1303: @StokesDunavan There's a lot of #microSW issues that can be addressed on the #macrosw level and vice versa. Both lenses...

Manuel Diaz @manny0_diaz
A4: Social Workers can be involved in social planning & policy change, they first need to find what the concrete social problem is and who is it affecting. From there analyzing what services are provided using social networking or even research. #MacroSW

Deidra Tonge @oobyava
I'm so excited to be involved in this tweet tonight. It is always good to learn from each other. #macrosw https://t.co/AmAEaXFOZU

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Reminder: if you can please join our patreon and/or share the link https://t.co/GzRhFXPCJ6. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @snramallo: @mmkenney6268 yes! #MacroSW https://t.co/x7iSrz4guS

Alondra @ammelendez3387
RT @carly_hopper: Me seeing all these amazing answers on the #MacroSW chat tonight!!! https://t.co/n3BZUH49ml

John Halloran @JoThoHalloran
@poliSW I hope everyone has a fantastic social work month starting tomorrow! #MacroSW
Dee06x2 @dee06x2
RT @oobyava: I’m so excited to be involved in this tweet tonight. It is always good to learn from each other. #macrosw https://t.co/AmAEaXF...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @mmkenney6268: @JoThoHalloran That is my life motto! Complaining will get us nowhere! Create change through action! ##MacroSW https://t....

kjhedberg @kjhedberg
thank you @poliSW for moderating this chat and thank you to all for your insight! #macroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @oobyava: I’m so excited to be involved in this tweet tonight. It is always good to learn from each other. #macrosw https://t.co/AmAEaXF...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: @mmkenney6268 @JoThoHalloran Gotta get in on this meme theme #MacroSW https://t.co/lqHydu0NTa

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @mmkenney6268: @OfficialMacroSW @JoThoHalloran ##MacroSW https://t.co/9V6x0iMgcE

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @KatieBrunco: A4. Get involved in the community! Talk to people, attend meetings, visit agencies, ask questions, and learn about social...
Dr. Tom Felke @SocWrkDoc
RT @mizzpicklezz: Social workers can also participate in @CRISPontheHill @CharlesELewisJr #MacroSW which is a great opportunity for stude...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @LauraHoge: A4. Championing leadership in the groups we serve - encouraging and supporting them when they run for office. #MacroSW

Lindsey Kuipers @liswier
Yes! #MacroSW

Morgan @mmkenney6268
Thank you @SocWrkDoc for showing us all how to get involved in effortless ways #MacroSW https://t.co/MZaoQlcZoK

Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore
“Letters to the editor, letters to your representatives, meet your representatives at your district office... get on a first name basis with your lawmakers. Consider running for office, be at local level or other. And it can be anything small. #MacroSW

Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore
Look at your library boards, your local school boards, your local water district boards. You can run for office and influence policy that has really big impact in your communities.” Another great quote from @NASWNYS Exec. Dir. Samantha Howell when on @socialworkersfm #MacroSW

Deidra Tonge @oobyava
#MacroSW
Bonnie Carroll @BonnieLynn1303 26 minutes ago
A4 We also have to get community and legislator support for our proposed policy changes. We could create the best policy proposal, but without support it may never pass into law #macrosw

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda 26 minutes ago
@JoThoHalloran @carly_hopper #MacroSW has a good time talking about the serious things. https://t.co/WTkiFUnuuK

Tanya Carrillo @tanya08carrillo 26 minutes ago
@poliSW #MacroSW https://t.co/pAHlDR1VkF

Rachel L. West @poliSW 26 minutes ago
@oobyava We're happy you could join us. #MacroSW

Sherley Abela @AbelaSherley 26 minutes ago
Thankful seeing that we all have different views but the same intentions.#macrosw

AshleyBrookeWise @abrooke1210 25 minutes ago
♀️#MacroSW

Gerald Joseph @geraldunf 25 minutes ago
RT @oobyava: A2. Social workers should be involved in policy change because we use evidence-based research and treatments that have been pr...

Laura Morales @_Lmorales24 25 minutes ago
Thank Your @OfficialMacroSW I had a great First Tweeter Chat Experience 😊 Happy To Be Part Of This Beautiful profession ♥ #MacroSW https://t.co/t8esmeJPwk
Anna @Anna66253093
Thank you for the great conversations tonight! Really enjoyed my first chat! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: @JoThoHalloran @carly_hopper #MacroSW has a good time talking about the serious things. https://t.co/WTkiFUnuuK

Molly Nystedt @M0lly_J3an
Thank you to everyone who participated. It was interesting to see everyone's view on the different questions and the vast amount of answers! #macrosw

Gerald Joseph @geraldunf
RT @JoAnnRosalesBa1: A3 A goal should be justice for everyone. To have everyone's voices and concerns be heard. #macrosw

Morgan Wells @morgantwells
RT @oobyava: I'm so excited to be involved in this tweet tonight. It is always good to learn from each other. #macrosw https://t.co/AmAEaXF...

ITTIC @UBittic
Great comments, ideas and resources here tonight! Thank you @poliSW !#macrosw

Rachel L. West @poliSW
@kjhedberg Your welcome. Thank you for joining us tonight. #MacroSW
UB-Social Work @UBSSW

25 minutes ago

RT @AlyssaLotmore: Look at your library boards, your local school boards, your local water district boards. You can run for office and infl...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW

25 minutes ago

RT @AlyssaLotmore: “Letters to the editor, letters to your representatives, meet your representatives at your district office... get on a fir...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW

25 minutes ago

RT @mizzpicklezz: Social workers can also participate in @CRISPontheHill @CharlesELewisJr #MacroSW which is a great opportunity for stude...

Sofía Ramallo @snramallo

25 minutes ago

RT @karenzgoda: @JoThoHalloran @carly_hopper #MacroSW has a good time talking about the serious things. https://t.co/WTkiFUnuuK

Rachel L. West @poliSW

25 minutes ago

as always the transcript to this chat will be archived on the blog https://t.co/uPQKtNDb7O. You will also find announcements for upcoming chats there as well. #MacroSW

Drew @isthisdubstep

25 minutes ago

@AlyssaLotmore @NASWNYS @socialworkersfm God, I've always been covetous for a spot on the local school board... #MacroSW

Abby Vander Laan @abby_vanderlaan

25 minutes ago

@lola_leu We need more knowledgeable people in order to truly make an impact on creating policy that is actually beneficial. We need to know what's out there before we can start on a new project or policy. #MacroSW
SocialWorkr @SocialWorkrCom
RT @poliSW: Reminder: if you can please join our patreon and/or share the link https://t.co/GzRhFXPCJ6. #MacroSW

Lindsey Kuipers @liswier
@mmkenney6268 But only if the action is well-thought out and takes into consideration the thoughts and ideas of those it directly effects. Sometimes we move so quickly in order to "get it done" that we do more harm than good. #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
I want to thank my fellow chat partners: @karenzgoda @SunyaFolayan @porndauhter @VilissaThompson @spcummings #MacroSW

Gianina B @GianinaB_
I was a little nervous at first, but this was so much fun! I love hearing what others have to say. Great minds think alike. It was nice “meeting” you all!! #MacroSW https://t.co/3ckdjfCqrh

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
 @_Lmorales24 Thank you, Laura! #MacroSW

Erica @SW_Erica14
#macrosw

Lindsay @SanchezLindsay_
Thank you @poliSW for hosting this amazing chat! #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
NC in the house! #MacroSW
Sabrina Sifre @SifreSabrina
Thank you for the opportunity to experience my first #MacroSW chat, it was a pleasure hearing all sorts of perspectives on the topics from tonight.

Rachel L. West @poliSW
As well as the Chat Contributors: I also want to thank our chat contributors Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore, @acosaorg, @ubssw. #MacroSW

B A I L E Y @baileyspenlauu
Q4: Researching, taking action, implementing change, and having accountability! Contact those who have authority and means to act on the concerning issue #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@mizzpicklezz @CRISPontheHill @CharlesELewisJr We'll be there! #UBuffalo presente! #MacroSW

Carly Hopper @carly_hopper
RT @karenzgoda: @JoThoHalloran @carly_hopper #MacroSW has a good time talking about the serious things. https://t.co/WTkiFUuuuK

Megan Buschman @mbuschman95
Such a great experience participating tonight! Thanks to everyone for sharing their opinions and ideas, it opened my eyes to a lot of new perspectives that I will carry with me through my career. #MacroSW

Gianina B @GianinaB_
RT @_Lmorales24: Thank Your @OfficialMacroSW I had a great First Tweeter Chat Experience 😊 Happy To Be Part Of This Beautiful profession 💞...
Stokes Dunavan @StokesDunavan
It's been wonderful to engage with everyone in the #MacroSW chat tonight. I'm a Tennessean at the University of Georgia School of Social Work! @UBSSW @UGASocialWork

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: I see people mentioning needs assessments and other topics that have been covered in past chats. You can find transcripts to most...

Alexis Armstead @lexiipapii
Thank you for a great first chat! Excited for another one #MacroSW

Alondra @ammelendez3387
Thank you @poliSW for moderating this chat and thank you everyone else! Enjoyed the #MacroSW chat!

AshleyBrookeWise @abrooke1210
Thank you for the chat tonight! #macrosw

Valerie Alvarez @Valerie74984075
Thanks everyone for sharing your thoughts! It's great to be a part of the social work community. #MacroSW https://t.co/8neb5Tz8iB

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @JoThoHalloran: @carly_hopper Any time we can bring the gifs here in #macroSW https://t.co/zNYMo0zaxU

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Next Thursday 3/7 Stephen Cummings @spcummings w/Guest Expert: Dr. Sheila Vakharia. The chat will be on Drug Policy @MyHarmReduction #MacroSW
Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
Grest job as always, Rachel #MacroSw

23 minutes ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @KateElena1: A4: By coming together as a united front to advocate for social justice #macroSW https://t.co/Hl5RcjSFqu

23 minutes ago

Laura Hoge, LCSW, LCADC @LauraHoge
Final thoughts tonight: Needs assessments are great, but analyzing power is more important. If we aren’t planning for our own obsolescence in our work, we are benefitting (via employment) from the very problems we are “helping” to solve. #MacroSW

23 minutes ago

maawwiaa @CiCisnerosMawia
Q3b: One objective of social policy change is that inequalities are reduced to minimum level. For example, social policy is concerned with weaker and vulnerable sections of society such as poor, women, children, disabled, backward classes to be on an even playing field #MacroSW

23 minutes ago

Megan Buschman @mbuschman95
@poliSW thank you for moderating! Your answers were very insightful. #MacroSW

23 minutes ago

Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: I want to thank my fellow chat partners: @karenzgoda @SunyaFolayan @porndaughter @VilissaThompson @spcummings #MacroSW

23 minutes ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: The hour is almost up. Please share any final comments or questions you have. #MacroSW

23 minutes ago
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: We love seeing and hearing from the students tonight! #MacroSW

Manuel Diaz @manny0_diaz
Thank-you for this amazing opportunity! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @oobyava: I’m so excited to be involved in this tweet tonight. It is always good to learn from each other. macrosw https://t.co/AmAEaXF...

Morgan Wells @morgantwells
Thank you @poliSW for moderating the discussion tonight! It was so great to be a part of this chat and to read everyone’s thoughts and comments. Thank you everyone! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @mmkenney6268: Thank you @SocWrkDoc for showing us all how to get involved in effortless ways MacroSW https://t.co/MZaoQlcZoK

Michelle Bishop @mishelly1003
I had loved seeing all of these informativel chats, and thank you for the first wonderful twitter chat experience! #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
@SanchezLindsay_ Thank you for participating. #MacroSW

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @poliSW: Next Thursday 3/7 Stephen Cummings @spcummingsw/Guest Expert: Dr. Sheila Vakharia. The chat will be on Drug Policy @MyHarmRedu...
Shania DeBoer - SW @DeboerShania
@mmkenney6268 I really like how you used “thank outside the box” and gets you to think creatively in a way that others might take attention to! #MacroSW

Lakeya @lakeya_cherry
@mizzpicklezz @CRISPontheHill @CharlesELewisJr Yes. Hope to see you all there. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @_Lmorales24: Thank Your @OfficialMacroSW I had a great First Tweeter Chat Experience 😊 Happy To Be Part Of This Beautiful profession ♥...

Deidra Tonge @oobyava
@GianinaB_ I was too. I actually started getting a headache because it was moving so fast. However, I decided to get involved anyway. I think we all did good for our first time. LOL #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @mbuschman95: .@poliSW thank you for moderating! Your answers were very insightful. #MacroSW

Laura Morales @_Lmorales24
@poliSW Thank you for moderating this chat! First chat but not the last :) #MacroSW

Dr. Tom Felke @SocWrkDoc
Great chat tonight everyone! Thanks as always to the moderators and contributors! Proud of my #FGCU students for chiming in as much as they did for their first time on the #MacroSW chat. FGCU will be back on 3/14 for the next part of the series! https://t.co/72xeiAr8wL
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @CiCisnerosMawia: Q3b: One objective of social policy change is that inequalities are reduced to minimum level. For example, social poli...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @LauraHoge: Final thoughts tonight: Needs assessments are great, but analyzing power is more important. If we aren’t planning for our ow...

Erica @SW_Erica14
Thank you everyone for making my first time participating in this chat such a great experience! #macrosw

Marissa Diaz @Marissa_Diaz_
Thank you @poliSW I has a great experience with my first twitter chat! #CSUDHmsw501 #macrosw

Pamela Synor @MsPamSS
#macrosw

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @manny0_diaz: Thank-you for this amazing opportunity! #MacroSW

John Halloran @JoThoHalloran
@LauraHoge Holy crap, yes. We should spend so much more time thing and talking about power. #MacroSW

Alex Amat @AlexAmat8
Thank you everyone involved tonight! It was great hearing your thoughts on the questions posted #MacroSW.
Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda 22 minutes ago
RT @Valerie74984075: Thanks everyone for sharing your thoughts! It's great to be a part of the social work community. #MacroSW https://t.co...

Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda 22 minutes ago
RT @abrooke1210: Thank you for the chat tonight!#macrosw

Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda 22 minutes ago
RT @ammelendez3387: Thank you @poliSW for moderating this chat and thank you everyone else! Enjoyed the #MacroSW chat!

Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda 22 minutes ago
RT @StokesDunavan: It’s been wonderful to engage with everyone in the #MacroSW chat tonight. I'm a Tennessean at the University of Georgia...

LChudzik85 @LChudzik85 21 minutes ago
@poliSW thank you for running this #MacroSW chat and to everyone who tweeted their sw insight! Stoked to go to bed ready to dream happy social work dreams! https://t.co/Y0wkBpJxC2

maawwiaa @CiCisnerosMawia 21 minutes ago
Q4: Social workers can get involved by establishing informal/unwritten policies that can be used and exercised by social workers. The decisions they make to create referral patterns or procedures for inter-agency coordination have significant consequences for clients #MacroSW

EChandonait @Elizabe87201479 21 minutes ago
Thank you for hosting this macro chat! #macrosw

RT @SocWrkDoc: Great chat tonight everyone! Thanks as always to the moderators and contributors! Proud of my #FGCU students for chiming in...

Thank you everyone! It was great to see everyone's different perspectives. #macrosw

Tonight’s chat was thought provoking! It was a pleasure reading responses from future and current social workers from all over the country! Thanks, @poliSW ! #MacroSW

Thank you everyone for joining us tonight. Additionally, please feel free to continue the discussion after the chat using the hashtag #MacroSW. You can also ask questions and make comments on our blog https://t.co/wXOboPugWF

Thank you @poliSW Great twitter chat! #CSUDHmsw501 #macrosw

Tonight was my first #MacroSW chat and I loved it! Talking about social work and public policy is one of my favorite things, and I'm looking forward to learning more from the social workers I interacted with today. & Thank you to @poliSW for hosting!

Thank you for hosting this chat #CSUDHmsw501 #MacroSW

@MeschLinjean Welcome! #MacroSW

maawwiaa @CiCisnerosMawia
Q4b: Also participating in online surveys and community meeting are an excellent way to get involved #MacroSW

Laura Morales @_lmorales24
@SocWrkDoc #MacroSW https://t.co/uMWdyzbUhe

Shania DeBoer - SW @DeboerShania
@kjhedberg Totally agree with you here! As social workers we have to deal with policies every single day and impact our work and most importantly individuals. #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
Thank you #MacroSW and especially @poliSW who hosted and @spcummings on @OfficialMacroSW! https://t.co/oMnHHff9fT

Kate Elena @KateElena1
Enjoyed participating #macroSW tonight thank you everyone for your insightful commentary. Looking forward to the next one! https://t.co/COLDZ50Bfe

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @lexiipapii: Thank you for a great first chat! Excited for another one #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @mbuschman95: Such a great experience participating tonight! Thanks to everyone for sharing their opinions and ideas, it opened my eyes...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: As well as the Chat Contributors: I also want to thank our chat contributors Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore, @acosaorg, @ubssw....
Rachel L. West @poliSW
@Marissa_Diaz_ Thank you for joining us tonight #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SanchezLindsay_: Thank you @poliSW for hosting this amazing chat! #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @GianinaB_: I was a little nervous at first, but this was so much fun! I love hearing what others have to say. Great minds think alike....

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@karenzgoda @poliSW @spcumings Thanks for joining tonight, everyone!! #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: as always the transcript to this chat will be archived on the blog https://t.co/uPQKtNDb7O. You will also find announcements fo...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBittic: Great comments, ideas and resources here tonight! Thank you @poliSW !#macrosw

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @M0lly_J3an: Thank you to everyone who participated. It was interesting to see everyone's view on the different questions and the vast a...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Anna66253093: Thank you for the great conversations tonight! Really enjoyed my first chat! #MacroSW
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @_Lmorales24: Thank Your @OfficialMacroSW I had a great First Tweeter Chat Experience 😊 Happy To Be Part Of This Beautiful profession 🌻...

Rachel L. West @poliSW
 @_Lmorales24 Thank you for participating. Glade you enjoyed it. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: as always the transcript to this chat will be archived on the blog https://t.co/uPQKtNDb7O. You will also find announcements fo...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @AbelaSherley: Thankful seeing that we all have different views but the same intentions.#macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: I want to thank my fellow chat partners: @karenzgoda @SunyaFolayan @porndughter @VilissaThompson @spcummings #MacroSW

loc’d @AfroCaribbean_
Thank you to the moderator as well as the other participants on this chat for this amazing opportunity! I look forward to participating again on 3/14! Have a great night! #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @KateElena1: Enjoyed participating #macroSW tonight thank you everyone for your insightful commentary. Looking forward to the next one...
Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @_Lmorales24: @SocWrkDoc #MacroSW
https://t.co/uMWdyzbUhe

Dina @Dinadiaz_Flow
Thank you for joining us tonight! #MacroSW
https://t.co/mri92W1Blx

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
Add NC in the house! Hi, Pat! #MacroSW

Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @BrownVanesha: Thank you for hosting this chat #CSUDHmsw501 #MacroSW

Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @DeanaJAyers: Tonight was my first #MacroSW chat and I loved it! Talking about social work and public policy is one of my favorite thing...

Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @_sangulo: Thank you @poliSW Great twitter chat! #CSUDHmsw501 #macrosw

Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: Thank you everyone for joining us tonight. Additionally, please feel free to continue the discussion after the chat using the...

Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @lola_leu: Tonight’s chat was thought provoking! It was a pleasure reading responses from future and current social workers from all ove...
Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @JoAnnRosalesBa1: Thank you everyone! It was great to see everyone’s different perspectives. #macrosw

Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Elizabe87201479: Thank you for hosting this macro chat! #macrosw

Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @LChudzik85: @poliSW thank you for running this #MacroSW chat and to everyone who tweeted their sw insight! Stoked to go to bed ready to...

Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @AlexAmat8: Thank you everyone involved tonight! It was great hearing your thoughts on the questions posted #MacroSW.

Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @JoThoHalloran: @LauraHoge Holy crap, yes. We should spend so so much more time thing and talking about power. #MacroSW

Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @MsPamSS: #macrosw https://t.co/JGkRCmRxwa

Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Marissa_Diaz_: Thank you @poliSW I has a great experience with my first twitter chat! #CSUDHmsw501 #macrosw

Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SW_Erica14: Thank you everyone for making my first time participating in this chat such a great experience! #macrosw
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
16 minutes ago
Never shall we overlook NC!! Its motto: “Esse Quam Videri” / “to be rather than to seem.” And to be seen! #MacroSW

Sofía Ramallo @snramallo
16 minutes ago
@SocWrkDoc Thank you for giving us the opportunity to be involved! #MacroSW https://t.co/Xj8tczKHw3

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
16 minutes ago
Remember #FGCU I told your prof to give you an A! 😊 #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
16 minutes ago
RT @poliSW: As well as the Chat Contributors: I also want to thank our chat contributors Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore, @acosaorg, @ubssw....

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
16 minutes ago
RT @Lmorales24: @poliSW Thank you for moderating this chat! First chat but not the last :) #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
16 minutes ago
RT @mishelly1003: I had loved seeing all of these informative chats, and thank you for the first wonderful twitter chat experience! #Macro...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
16 minutes ago
RT @morgantwells: Thank you @poliSW for moderating the discussion tonight! It was so great to be a part of this chat and to read everyone’s...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
15 minutes ago
RT @snramallo: @SocWrkDoc Thank you for giving us the opportunity to be involved! #MacroSW https://t.co/Xj8tczKHw3
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @AfroCaribbean_: Thank you to the moderator as well as the other participants on this chat for this amazing opportunity! I look forward...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Next week we’ll be discussing the War on Drugs, policy implications and harm reduction with guest expert Dr. Sheila Vakharia 3-7-19 @MyHarmReduction #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@StokesDunavan @UGASocialWork And we add GA as well as NC to the list! CA FL GA IA KS MA MI NC NJ NY PA TX VA - #MacroSW

maawwiaa @CiCisnerosMawia
Shout out to the amazing moderator @poliSW!! This was my first twitter chat and I gained lots of insight about various topics that affect the way our community is ran! Thank you to all who participated! #MacroSW https://t.co/ssbF0CrmcA

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SunyaFolayan: Great job as always, Rachel #MacroSw https://t.co/MYVM9Yho7n

Gianina B @GianinaB_
RT @karenzgoda: Remember #FGCU I told your prof to give you an A! 😊 #MacroSW https://t.co/vKqhBDf6i7

michelle @michell56213697
A4 - By identifying a problem and taking action to change it! Create a plan and advocate for it everyday! #macrosw
Dr. So @sofeelyuh
RT @poliSW: Q4: How can social workers get involved in social planning & policy change? #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Wonderful chat for me, especially seeing all the students! - Thanks for joining; hope to see you all next week! And thanks to @poliSW and @karenzgoda as moderator on @OfficialMacroSW tonight. Good night and and Happy #SocialWorkMonth to all! #macroSW https://t.co/fB9Z9QAuAT

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @LauraHoge: Final thoughts tonight: Needs assessments are great, but analyzing power is more important. If we aren’t planning for our ow...

Richard Boyer @Richard_G_Boyer
@MsPamSS These #MacroSW tweet talks yield some really great responses.

Morgan @mmkenney6268
RT @DeboerShania: @mmkenney6268 I really like how you used “thank outside the box” and gets you to think creatively in a way that others mi...

Morgan @mmkenney6268
RT @liswier: @mmkenney6268 But only if the action is well-thought out and takes into consideration the thoughts and ideas of those it direc...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SocWrkDoc: Great chat tonight everyone! Thanks as always to the moderators and contributors! Proud of my #FGCU students for chiming in...
monica Davis @Monica_d_2018
Thank you for this lovely chat! Glad to hear the different perspectives and answers everyone shared! #MacroSW

Morgan @mmkenney6268
RT @mbuschman95: Such a great experience participating tonight! Thanks to everyone for sharing their opinions and ideas, it opened my eyes...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@poliSW @karenzgoda @OfficialMacroSW (that was @spcummings on the @officialmacrosw handle! Pardon us!) #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Next week we’ll be discussing the War on Drugs, policy implications and harm reduction with guest expert Dr. Sheila Va...

michelle @michell56213697
Thank you @poliSW ! Participating in this chat was a great experience and look forward to the next one :) #MacroSW https://t.co/95WtXbhRWk

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: Wonderful chat for me, especially seeing all the students! - Thanks for joining; hope to see you all next week! And thanks to @p...

Todd Sage, LMSW, MAC @socialworksage
RT @UBSSW: #MacroSW https://t.co/qJBfbuncUz
Morgan @mmkenney6268
Thank you @SocWrkDoc for being an innovative professor and meeting us students where we are at to get us involved in comfortable and easy ways! & Teaching us how to be better students, social workers, and most importantly people #MacroSW #thankyou

Stokes Dunavan @StokesDunavan
RT @UBSSW: @StokesDunavan @UGASocialWork And we add GA as well as NC to the list! CA FL GA IA KS MA MI NC NJ NY PA TX VA - #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕ 🎙 @spcummings
RT @karenzgoda: Thank you #MacroSW and especially @poliSW who hosted and @spcummings on @OfficialMacroSW!
https://t.co/oMnHHff9fT
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